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INTRODUCTION

Parent aide programs provide support to parents in families under stress

where child abuse or neglect is a risk or has been substantiated. These

programs are designed to benefit the whole family by facilitating the

development of self-esteem, maturity, and parenting skills in the

parent. Most programs addressing the issues of child abuse or neglect

provide services to the child. Parent aide programs provide services

directly to the parent.

Parent aides are paraprofessionals , either volunteer or paid, who

spend at least an hour per week with the parent for the purpose of

enhancing the parent's personal development, or helping the parent,

develop more effective parenting skills. A parent aide forms a one-to-

one relationship with a parent which is designed to provide support,

friendship and/or advocacy. Whether Parent Aides work as volunteers

or for a salary in programs that will be identified in this analysis

as "Paid", they participate in weekly or bi-weekly group and/or indi-

vidual supervision.

Parent aide programs have existed in Massachusetts since August, 1977.

The oldest is located in New Bedford and is still in operation.

Since 1977, twenty-nine additional parent aide programs have devel-

oped throughout the state. Twenty-eight of these thirty programs

continue to provide parent aide services. •
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The purpose of this report is to briefly describe each of the thirty

parent aide programs which have operated in Massachusetts. Each

program description includes information on program name, the

director or coordinator, location and size, sponsoring agency, DSS

Area Office, service area, referral policy and the most important proaram

features. Program descriptions are organized by DSS region. A short

summary of the characteristics of the programs in each region is

included, along with maps showing towns served by each program, programs

by sponsorship and funding source, and the distribution of volunteer

and paid programs, The final section of this report is a summary

of the characteristics of the parent aide programs statewide.
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INTRODUCTION

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION I: WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

Region I, Western Massachusetts, has five parent aide programs. In

four of these, the parent aides are paid. The other relies on

volunteers. The five parent aide programs have a total of 37 parent

aides among them. The paid programs employ 15 parent aides and there

are 21 in the volunteer program. The five currently serve 114 families.

Ninety two are served by the paid programs and the volunteer program

assists 21. None have reported any difficulty with either recruiting

parent aides or obtaining referrals.

Region I includes 102 towns. All of them lie within the service

area of at least one of the five parent aide programs in the region.

Twenty towns are served by the volunteer program and the remaining

82 by the four paid programs. The cities of Springfield and Holyoke

are both served by two programs.

Private agencies sponsor all five of the parent aide programs within

this region. Three of the paid programs and the volunteer program

receive funds through contracts with the DSS Regional Office. PAVE

the volunteer program, also has a contract through DSS Central Office

for development of additional parent aide programs in Western Massachusetts

In addition, PAVE receives funds from DSS to reimburse volunteers for

their expenses. One paid program, the Parent Aide Program of Holyoke MSPCC
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(Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children) is

funded by United Way. This is the only program in the region which

indicated that funding was a problem.

The paid Greenfield Area Parent Aide' Program is the second oldest

parent aide program in the state and has been in operation since

February, 1978. The other four programs in the region began in 1981

or 1982.

Three of the five parent aide programs in Region I have an open referral

policy. One accepts referrals only from DSS and the sponsoring agency;

one, only from the sponsoring agency. Four serve both protective and

preventive cases. One program serves only protective cases.
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REGION I: WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

MAP I

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION I

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
BY SERVICE AREA
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fhe Berkshire County Parent Aide Program

Degan in August, 1982. It was developed by

WSPCC and DS5, is funded by a DSS contract

and operated by MSPCC. Since it began, the

program has served forty-eight families.

Thirty-two families are now receiving Parent

Aide Services.

This program operates out of the MSPCC
Parent Center in Pittsfield. The staff of the

center consists of a director, a social worker

and four parent aides. All are paid. Training

is provided as needed and whenever a new aide

is hired. Ongoing training consists of speakers

and conferences. Parent aides, who work
thrity-f ive hours each week, may be matched
with up to nine families. Parent aides are

considered part of a team consisting of all

MSPCC staff and participate in agency
meetings.

While this program focuses on both the

personal development of the parent and

providing a role model of effective parenting,

its primary emphasis is on the latter. In

addition to working with their assigned

parents, the parent aides also teach classes in

cooking or crafts at the parent center.

Parents and children come together to the

center, where parents prepare lunch and then

eat with their children. Often one parent aide

is working with the parents while another is

playing with the children.

The area serviced by this program is in far

western Massachusetts. It is mainly suburban
and rural, with a population of 150,000 spread
over 1,000 square miles. While public

transportation is available in places, a car is

necessary because of the dispersion of

population in the area. Parent aides each
drive an average of over four-hundred miles
per week.

Peferrals to this program are accepted only
from MSPCC or DSS. All cases matched with
a parent aide are protective. However,
additional families are served at the MSPCC
Parent Center, including those where the issue
is prevention of child abuse or neglect.

BERKSHIRE
PROGRAM
467 North Street

Pittsfield, MA 01201

(413) 442-6971

Director: Marlene Gavens

COUNTY PARENT AIDE

Sponsoring Agency :

MSPCC
467 North Street

Pittsfield, MA 01201

(413) 442-6971

Contact Person: Marlene Gavens

DSS Area Office :

Pittsfield Area Office
141 North Street

Pittsfield, MA 01201

(413) 499-7370 or 727-4369

Contact Person: Randy Fisher

Staff : Director

4 Parent Aides
Social Worker

Service Area:

Berkshire County which includes:

Adams
Alford

Becket
Cheshire
Clarksburg
Da I ton

Egremont
Florida

G. Barrington
Hancock
Hinsdale
Lanesborough
Lee
Lenox
Monterey
Mt. Washington
New Ashford
New Marlborough

North Adams
Otis

Peru
Pittsfield

Richmond
Sandisfield

Savoy
Sheffield

Stockbridge

Tyringham
Washington
W. Stockbridge
Williamstown
Windsor
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The Greenfield Area Parent Aide Program
which began in February, 1978, is the second

oldest program in the state. Originally

developed by the Franklin County Extension

Service and now sponsored by MSPCC, this

program with paid parent aides has served one-

hundred-and-fifty families in its five year

history. It is presently serving twenty-five

families. Funding for this program is through a

contract with DSS.

The staff of the parent aide program consists

of a coordinator/supervisor and four parent

aides, all of whom are employees of MSPCC.
The parent aides work thrity-five hours per

week and are matched with up to seven

families. Training is provided to parent aides

on a monthly basis by MSPCC staff.

This program is very familiy oriented. The
role of a social worker and the primary

emphasis is providing a role model of effective

parenting. Parent aides work os part of a team
of all community agencies working with the

family. The social worker determines the

parent aide's function. Parent aides contribute

to carrying out the service plan in such ways
as teaching parents about nutrition,

appropriate child-rearing, and community
resources. Isolation is a severe problem in this

widely dispersed area and parent aides help

parents become more integrated into the

community.

The area served by this program is primarily

rural. It encompasses thirty towns in

northwestern Massachusetts. Franklin County
alone has 864 square miles with a population
of 64,8! 4. The area also includes four towns
in Worcester County. No public transportation
is available. Parent aides must have a car and
each drives fifty miles or more each week.

The Greenfield Area Parent Aide Program has
an open referral policy. Half of the referrals

to the program come from DSS. Forty-eight
percent come from MSPCC and the remaining
two percent come from other private
agencies.

GREENFIELD AREA
PROGRAM
479 Main Street

Greenfield, MA 01301

(413) 773-3608

Coordinator: Judith F. Johnson

Sponsoring Agency :

MSPCC
479 Main Street

Greenfield, MA 01301

(413) 773-3608

Contact Person: Judith F. Johnson

DSS Area Office :

Greenfield Area Office
25-27 Bank Row
Greenfield, MA 01301

(413) 774-5546 or 727-1426

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
4 Parent Aides

PARENT AIDE

Service Area :

Ashfield

Athol

Bernardston
Buck land

Charlemont
Colrain

Conway
Deerfield

Irving

Gill

Greenfield

Hawley
Heath
Leverett

Leyden

Monroe
Montague
New Salem
Northfield

Orange
Petersham
Phillipston

Royalston
Powe
Shelburne

Shutesbury

Sunderland
Warwick
Wendell

Whately
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PAVE (Parent Aide Volunteer Effort) of

Northampton is a volunteer parent aide

program developed by OFC in May, 1981. The
program is now administered by Children's Aid

and Family Service of Northampton and is

funded by a contract with DSS supplemented

by county funds. The program has served

forty-two families since it began and is

presently serving twenty-two families. An
advisory board consisting of representatives

from DSS, OFC, and Children's Aid and Family
Services existed at the inception of the

program and helped the coordinator develop

and set policy, but has since been disbanded.

This program has recently been awarded funds

to facilitate the development of other parent

aide programs in western Massachusetts.

The PAVE staff consists of a full-time

coordinator/supervisor who is responsible for

the day-to-day operation of the program. The
twenty-one parent aides are volunteers and

are reimbursed for their expenses. Training

for new parent aides takes place quarterly. A
parent aide may work with up to two families

and generally will work between three and

four hours per week per family.

This program is oriented toward the parent.

The role of the parent aide can be

characterized as helper to the parent. The
focus of the program is on the personal

development of the parent, although the

parent aide often helps with problems
concerning the management of children. The
parent aide is at times considered part of a

team of workers involved with the family.

Parent aides do not meet with the family's

social worker. However, goals for the family
are shared with the parent aide through the

coordinator/supervisor of the program.

Hampshire County is comprised of urban,

suburban and rural areas. It has an area of 543
square miles and a population of 130,000.

Public transportation is available. However, it

is necessary for the parent aide to have a car.

Parent aides each drive an average of fifty to

seventy-five miles a week.

PAVE has an open referral policy. While a

majority of referrals are from DSS, thirty

percent are from private agencies. OFC,
DMH and day care centers each account for

about three percent of the referrals. This

program serves both preventive and protective
cases. About sixty-five percent of the cases
are protective, the remaining thirty-five

percent, preventive.

PARENT AIDE VOLUNTEER EFFORT
8 Trumbull Road
Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 584-5690

Coordinator: Mark Nickerson

Sponsoring Agency :

Children's Aid and Family Service

8 Trumbull Road
Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 584-5690

Contact Person: Mark Nickerson

DSS Area Office :

Northampton Area Office
240 Main Street

Memorial Hall

Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 586-8480 or 727-0790

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

2 I Parent Aides

Service Area:

Hampshire County which includes:

Amherst
Belchertown
Chesterfield

Cummington
Easthampton
Goshen
Granby
Hadley
Hatfield

Huntington
Middlefield

Northampton
Pelham
Plainfield

Southampton
South Hadley
Ware

Westhampton
Williamsburg

Worthington
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he Parent Aide Program of Holyoke MSPCC
egan operating in 1981. Developed by the

Holyoke MSPCC and funded by the United

Vay, it presently serves Springfield and

Holyoke. However, bcause of loss of funding

n Holyoke, the program wil serve only

>pringf ield after January, 1 98^+, The program

s now serving ten families.

The staff of the program consists of a

:oordinotor /supervisor and two parent aides.

)ne parent aide is full-time and the other

lalf-time, both are paid. After Janaury, 1984

)nly the full-time parent aide will remain. A
>crent aide working full-time can work with

jp to eight families. Initial training is

provided to new parent aides; ongoing in-

service training and supervision are provided

)n g regular basis.

-)arent aides in this program work closely with

Hie MSPCC social worker involved with the

Family. The focus of the program is on the

)ersonol development of the parent. The
parent aide provides the parent with support

]nd attends to her needs while providing a

nodel of appropriate parenting. The program
s very parent oriented.

This program serves the cities of Holyoke and
Springfield in western Massachusetts. The
:ombined population of these cities is about
fwo hundred thousand. Public transportation

s available in the area. However, it is

necessary for the parent aide to drive. A
>arent aide drives about one hundred miles
iach month.

Referrals for this program come from within
Holyoke MSPCC. Social workers request a

>arent aide when needed by a family. This can
"esult in a waiting list. The Parent Aide
Drogram of Holyoke MSPCC serves both
Preventive and protective cases.

THE PARENT AIDE
HOLYOKE MSPCC

I 727 Northampton Street

Holyoke, MA. 01040

(413) 532-9446

Coordinator: Doreen Cavenaugh

Sponsoring Agency :

MSPCC
1727 Northampton Street

Holyoke, MA. 01040

(413) 532-9446

Contact Person: Doreen Cavenaugh

DSS Area Office :

Holyoke/Chicopee Area Office

City Hall Annex
Holyoke, MA 01040

(413) 536-4764 or (617) 727-0782

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

2 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Springfield

Holyoke

PROGRAM OF
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le Hampden County Women's Center Parent

ide Program began in July, 1982. Founded by

ie Valley Opportunity Council and the

ampden County Women's Center, it is funded
i a contract with DSS. In the last year it has

?rved fifty families and is presently serving

lirty-five families.

ie staff of the program consists of a

Dordinator/supervisor and six parent aides.

II are employees of the program. The parent

des each work twenty hours per week. Bach
Drent aide is matched with up to five or six

jmilies. The coordinator /supervisor provides

3th initial and ongoing training. Group
jpervision takes place every two weeks.

his program focuses on providing parents

ith a role model of effective parenting. The
)le of the parent aide is that of friend and
ssistant to the parent. This program is quite

arent oriented. Parent aides are considered
art of a team along with the client and the

xrial worker.

his program in southwestern Massachusetts
srves Hampden County, which consists of

verity-three towns. It has a population of

43,000, over half of which is concentrated in

ie three urban areas of Springfield, Holyoke
nd Chicopee. Housing problems and lack of

srvices characterize the area. A parent aide

eeds to have a car. Each parent aide drives
ifty to sixty miles each week.

he Hampden County Women's Center Parent
'ide Program accepts referrals of both
rotective and preventive cases. Actual cases
re about four-fifths preventive and one fifth

rotective. The program has an open referral
olicy. In addition to the Women's Center,
rimary referral sources are DSS and
ttorneys in the communities served.

THE HAMPDEN COUNTY WOMEN'S CENTER
PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
764 Alden Street

Springfield, MA. 01 109

(413) 783-4004

Coordinator: Nancy Squires

Sponsoring Agency :

Valley Opportunity Council

36 Center Street

Chicopee, MA.

(413) 592-6121

Contact Person: Sandra Haskin

DSS Area Office :

Springfield Area Office
365 Bay Street

Springfield, MA. 01 109

(413) 781-0881 or (617) 727-0156

Contact Person: Jeff Roth-Howe

Holyoke/Chicopee Area Office

City Hall Annex
Holyoke, MA. 01040
(413) 536-4762 or (617) 727-0782

Westfield Area Office

P.O. Box 520

2 Free Street

Westfield, MA. 01086
(413) 562-9861 or (617) 727-5901.

Staff : Coordinator /Supervisor
6 Parent Aides

Service Area:

Hampden County which includes:

Agawam
Blandford

Brimfield
Chester
Chicopee

Hampden
Holland
Holyoke
Longmeadow
Ludlow

E. Longmeadow Monson
Granville Montgomery

15-

Palmer
Russell

Southwick
Springfield

Tolland

Wales
West
Springfield

Westfield
Wilbraham





INTRODUCTION

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION II: CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS

Region II, Central Massachusetts, is served by four parent aide programs.

Three are located wholly within Region II. The other, The Hampden

County Women's Center Parent Aide Program, serves Hampden County which

is mainly in Region I, but also includes three towns within Region II.

This program is described with the programs of Region I.

The three parent aide programs entirely within Region II include a

total of 29 parent aides. Two of them pay their parent aides and employ

a total of 2 5 people. The Hampden County Women's Center Parent Aide

Program also has paid parent aides. The third program uses four

volunteer parent aides. A total of 88 families are being served by

the three programs completely within Region II. Eighty-four of them

are served by programs with paid parent aides; four families are served

by the volunteer program.

Region II encompasses 65 towns. Thirty-eight of them are served by

one or more parent aide programs, 27 towns have no access to parent

aide services. Fifteen towns are served by two very different programs.

One team paid parent aides with family therapists to work with

families with severe problems of abuse or neglect. There are often

other serious problems in the families, such as chronic mental illness

or substance abuse. In the other program, volunteer parent aides are

assigned to families where there is a potential for child abuse or neglect

but where none has been reported. The parent aide works with the

parent to prevent child abuse or neglect from occurring.

-19-





Private agencies sponsor two of the Region's programs, as well as

the Hampden County Women's Center Program. All employ paid parent

aides. One of the paid programs is supported by a joint DSS/DMH

contract, as well as reimbursement from health insurance and other

third party funds. Funding for the other paid program comes from

contracting with DSS and a grant from the Ford Foundation. The volunteer

program is funded completely by DSS and is sponsored by the Fitchburg

Area Office. None have had difficulty obtaining referrals or indicated

any problems with funding. However, the volunteer program has had

difficulty recruiting volunteers in the city of Fitchburg.

All the parent aide programs serving Region II began in 1980 or after.

The newest is the volunteer program, which began in the summer of

1983. The two paid programs began in 1980 and 1981. The Hampden

County Women's Center Program began in 1982.

Two of the three programs wholly within Region II have an open

referral policy as does the Hamden County Women's Center program.

ACCESS, the program funded jointly by DMH and DSS, accepts referrals

only from DSS. All the paid parent aide programs serving Region II

serve both protective and preventive cases. The volunteer program

sponsored by the DSS Fitchburg Area Office serves only preventive

cases

.

20-
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ACCESS was established in July, 1980 by the

Herbert Lipton Mental Health Center under a

joint DSS/DMH contract which ran for three

years and has been renewed yearly. Additional

income is generated by services covered by

health insurance. Developed jointly by

OFC, DMH and Herbert Lipton Mental Health

Center, this program has served around fifty

families each year. It is presently serving

fifty-two families.

The staff of this program consists of a

director, five masters level clinicians, and
thirteen family support workers (parent aides).

All staff are employees of the program.
Family support workers work from half-time

to full-time. They are assigned up to five

families. Initial training is provided when new
staff is hired and in-service training is

provided weekly. Supervision of the family

support worker is provided by the clinician

assigned to the family.

This program combines family therapy and
parent aide services. A team approach is

used. The team consists of the ACCESS
clinician, the family support worker and the

DSS case manager. Regular case conferences
are held to develop and review treatment
goals. The family support worker, a helper to

the parent, primarily focuses on providing a

role model of effective parenting. This

program is somewhat more family oriented
than parent oriented.

The area served by ACCESS is primarily rural,

although it includes the cities of Fitchburg and
Leominster and a number of small towns. It

has a population of 185,000 and an area of 755
square miles. Public transportation is not
available. A car is necessary for the family
support worker. The service area is divided
into four sections and the family service
worker is assigned to one section. A family
support worker drives about 180 miles each
month.

This program accepts referrals only from DSS.
It serves both protective and preventive cases.
About three quarters of the present cases are
protective, the remaining fourth are
preventive.

ACCESS
45 Pearl Street

Leominster, MA 01453

(617) 537-6039

Director: Carolyn Droser

Sponsoring Agency :

Herbert Lipton Mental Health Center
Nichols Poad
Fitchbura, MA 01420
(617) 343-6966

DSS Area Office :

Fitchburg Area Office

435 Main Street, Suite 3 i 00

Fitchburg, MA 01420
(617) 345-2101 or 727-5909

Contact Person: Mario Caceres

Gardner Area Office

196 Main Street

Gardner, MA 01440
(617) 632-9 1 04 or 727-7016

Contact Person: Nancy Driscoll

Staff : Director

5 Masters Level Clinicians

13 Family Support Workers
(Parent Aides)

Service Area:

DSS Areas #6 and #7 which include:

Ashby
Ayer
Berlin

Bolton

Clinton

Fitchburg

Groton
Harvard
Lancaster
Leominster
Lunenburg
Peppered
Shirley

Sterling

Townsend
Ashburnham
Barre

Gardner
Hardwick
Hubbardston
New Braintree

Oakham
Princeton
Rutland
Templeton
Westminster
Winchendon
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The Fitchburg Area Parent Aide Program

began in the summer of 1983. Developed by

the DSS Fitchburg Area Office and a local

advisory board, start up costs for this program

are being covered by the State Child Abuse

and Neglect Grant. Additional funding is from

the DSS fund for reimbursing volunteers. This

program is presently serving four families.

Program staff consists of a

coordinator/supervisor from the DSS Fitchburg

Area Office, a supervisor from Ft. Devens, a

second supervisor from Leominster, and four

volunteer parent aides. the supervisor in

Leominster is with the Spanish Center and is

working with bilingual parent aides to meet
the needs of the Spanish speaking community.
As yet the program has not been successful in

recruiting volunteer parent aides from
Fitchburg itself. Parent aides have just

completed initial training. Supervision is

provided through weekly group meetings.

Parent aides work with one to two families

which they select themselves. Each parent

aide works four to five hours each week.

This is a parent oriented program with a

primary focus on the personal development of

the parent. The parent aide is a friend to the

parent, an advocate, a listener, someone who
is there. The parent aide generally works
independently, but maintains a liaison with the

social worker through the parent aide's

supervisor. The parent aide and the social

worker meet if needed.

The area served by this program is urban,
suburban and rural with a total population of
nearly 160,000. The bulk of the population is

located in the cities of Fitchburg and
Leominster. It is necessary for a parent aide
to have a car.

This program accepts referrals from DSS and
other social service agencies. Parents
referred to the program should be working
with a social worker and the case should be
preventive. However, old protective cases
which have shown improvement in that child
abuse or neglect are no longer a present
danger, are appropriate for this program.
Referrals of Spanish speaking parents are
encouraged in the Leominster area.

FITCHBURG AREA PARENT AIDE
PROGRAM
435 Main Street

Prichard Plaza, Suite 3100
Fitchburg, MA 01420

(617) 354-2101 or 727-5909

Coordinator: Helen MacLean

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Fitchburg Area Office
435 Main Street

Prichard Plaza, Suite 3100
Fitchburg, MA 01420

(617) 345-2101 or 727-5909

Contact Person: Helen MacLean

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

2 Supervisors

4 Parent Aides

Service Area :

DSS Area #6 which includes:

Ashby
Ayer
Berlin

Bolton

Clinton

Fitchburg

Groton
Harvard
Lancaster
Leominster
Lunenburg
Pepperell

Shirley

Sterling

Townsend
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The Pernet Parent Aide Program is an integral

part of the Pernet Family Health Service, a

comprehensive family health service, located

in Worcester. Founded by Pernet Family
Health Service in April, 1981, this parent aide

program has served seventy-seven families

since its inception and is now serving thirty-

two families. Funding for this program comes
from a variety of sources. A contract with

DSS funds services to protective cases, a grant

from the Ford Foundation funds services to

preventive cases, and funds are available for

services to young parents through the DSS
Young Parent Intiative. An advisory board

composed of three social workers, the director

of Pernet, the coordinator/supervisor of the

Pernet Aide Program, a DPH administrator, a

representative from DSS, three nurses and a

housewife, provides the program with

resources, information and feedback on the

status of the present program as well as

recommendations for future development.

The staff of this program consists of a

coordinator /supervisor, one additional

supervisor and twelve parent aides. All are

paid. Parent aide training is offered twice

each year, or whenever a new parent aide is

hired. In addition, parent aides participate in

in-service training with agency staff. Parent
aides work twenty-six hours each week and are

matched with a maximum of five families.

The primary emphasis of this program is on
the personal development of the parent. The
function of the parent aide is to be a role

model and teach parenting by means of a

supportive friend relationship. The parent
aide is considered to be part of a team
consisting of the referring social worker or

therapist, the parent aide, the parent aide

supervisor and any other appropriate persons
working with the family.

The Parent Aide Program also offers group
involvement for parents and families through
Pemet's Family Life Program. This program
includes weekly Growth and Development
Sessions at Pemet's Center, with
transportation and child care provided. These
groups are conducted in both Spanish and
English. Other programs include a variety of

educational, social, spiritual, recreational and
cultural activities to meet family needs.

The area served by this program is urban.
Located west of Boston, it consists of eight
towns surrounding and including the city of

PERNET PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
237 Millbury Street

Worcester, MA 01610

(617) 775-1228

Coordinator: Sr. Agnes Masney

Sponsoring Agency :

Pernet Family Health Service

237 Millbury Street

Worcester, MA 01610

(617) 775-1228

Contact Person: Sr. Agnes Masney

DSS Area Office :

Worcester Area Office
340 Main Street

Worcester, MA 01608

(617) 791-1200 or 727-9880

Contact Person: John Rochford

Staff : Coordinator /Supervisor

I 2 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Auburn
Boylston
Holden
Leicester
Paxton
Shrewsbury
West Boylston
Worcester

which comprises DSS Area #10.
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Worcester. It has a population of 300,000.

There is a public transportation system.

However, the parent aide sometimes needs a

car. A parent aide drives seventy-five to one-

hundred miles each week on the average.

The Pernet Parent Aide Program has an open

referral policy. Sixty-five percent of its

referrals come from DSS, twenty-five percent

come from Pernet staff, MSPCC and area

hospitals. DPH accounts for three percent,

DMH for two percent and other private

agencies for five percent. About seventy-five

percent of the cases served by the Pernet
Parent Aide Program are protective. The
remaining twenty-five percent are preventive.
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INTRODUCTION

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION III: THE NORTH SHORE AND MERRIMACK VALLEY

Six parent aide programs serve Region III, the North Shore and Merrimack

Valley. Five of the six are volunteer programs. The other pays the

parent aides. There is a total of 21 parent aides in the six programs:

Of these, 18 are in the five volunteer programs, and three in the

paid program. They serve a total of 42 families, 18 through the

volunteer programs and 24 through the paid program.

There are 53 towns in Region III. Forty-one are served by at least

one parent aide program; twelve are not served. The paid program

covers 22 towns along the North Shore. This program teams the paid

parent aide with a master's level therapist to provide services to

the whole family. Eight towns are served by both the paid program and

one of two volunteer programs. Although one volunteer program serves

five towns, it accepts referrals only from the sponsoring agency.

The other volunteer program, which serves the other three towns, is

not operating at the present time because of difficulty recruiting

volunteers and obtaining funding to support recruitment efforts. Both

these volunteer programs serve preventive as well as protective cases,

whereas the paid program serves only protective cases. The three re-

maining volunteer programs divide the other 19 towns among them.

29-





All six parent aide programs in this region are sponsored by private

agencies. The paid program is funded through a joint contract with

DMH and DSS. Some of its services are also eligible for health

insurance or other third party reimbursement. The five volunteer

programs will receive funds from DSS to reimburse volunteers for

expenses. In addition, Project PARENT in Haverhill has a contract

with DSS for parent aide supervision. Also, the Tri-City Parent

Aide Program in Maiden benefits from a small fund, The Brandy Mallet

Fund, set up by the Everett Tenants Organization. Still, funding

has been a problem for two volunteer parent aide programs and they

have also had difficulty recruiting appropriate volunteer parent

aides. No program has had difficulty getting referrals.

The six parent aide programs in Region III were founded between 1979

and 1981. The oldest is a volunteer program begun in 1979, which

ceased operation because of recruiting and funding difficulties. It

operated successfully for two-and-a-half years. The programs began in

1930: the paid program, which is funded by a joint DSS/DMH contract,

and the volunteer program with recruiting and funding difficulties,

which is managing to continue. The remaining three volunteer parent

aide programs all began in 1981.

Four parent aide programs in Region III have an open referral policy.

The program funded through the joint DSS/DMH contract accepts and serves

only protective cases. One program accepts referrals only from its

sponsoring agency. Five of the six programs serve both preventive and

protective cases.
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Voject PARENT (Parent Aided by

Reassurance, Encouragement, Nurturing,

^raining) is the parent aide program in

^verhill. Begun as a volunteer program in

August, 1981, through a community initiative,

his program has an advisory board composed

if the co-supervisors of the program, along

i/ith representatives of various community
igencies including OFC, DSS, and the

hildren's Aid and Family Society. The role of

he Advisory Board is planning, policy, public

elations, moral support and advice. Now
erving five families, the program has served a

otal of ten families since its inception.

upervisory meetings are held at the

oordinator's office at the North Essex Mental

health Clinic. Funding has been through DSS
eimbursement to volunteers since the

rogram began. Recently funds to cover the

ost of supervision have been obtained through

contract with the DSS Area Office.

taff of the program consists of a

oordinator/supervisor and a second

jpervisor, both from community agencies,

he five parent aides in the program are

olunteers. Training for new parent aides is

ffered twice each year. Parent aides are

latched with one family each. They work
Dout four hours per week. The primary
mphasis of the program is the personal

evelopment of the parent and the role of the

arent aide is to be a friend to the parent.

he area served by this program is a mix of

rban, suburban, and rural areas in the

ortheast corner of Massachusetts. Only one
ommunity in the service area has public

'ansportation. The parent aide must have a

3r and will generally drive over one-hundred
tiles per week. The total population of the
rea is about 100,000.

eveloped and supported by a variety of

3encies in the area, this program has an open
?ferral policy. While nearly half of the
?ferrals to Project PARENT are from DSS,
lirty percent are from private agencies. The
mainder of referrals are from DMH, school
Jrses, and private therapists. Initially

-signed as a preventive program, it has
rved protective cases since one of the
3rent aides helped to substantiate a case of
lild abuse. Since contracting with DSS, the
'ogram is moving more into serving
'otective cases, with a goal of twenty-five
>rcent preventive and seventy-five percent
otective.-

PROJECT PARENT
100 Winter Street

Haverhill, MA 01830

(617) 373-1 126

Coordinator: Winona Blake

Sponsoring Agency :

North Essex Mental Health Clinic

100 Winter Street

Haverhill, MA 01830

(617) 373-1 126

Contact Person: Winona Blake

DSS Area Office :

Haverhill Area Office

200 Main Street

Haverhill, MA 01830

(617) 373-39 I 3 or 727-0140

Staff: Coordinator/Supervisor

Supervisor

5 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Amesbury
Byfield

Boxford
Georgetown
Groveland
Haverhill

Merrirmac

Newbury
Newburyport
Rowley
Salisbury

West Newbury

which comprise DSS Area #13.
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The Family Outreach Program began in March,

1980 as the Protective Treatment Program of

the North Shore Children's Hospital. This

program is funded jointly by DSS and DMH.
The contract initially was funded for three

years and has been renewed yearly since. In

addition, some of the services provided by this

program are eligible for third party

reimbursement from medicaid or private

health insurance. The program has served

one-hundred and twenty-five families since it

began. It is now serving forty families.

The staff of the program consists of an

administrator, five and one-half full-time

masters level clinicians, two part-time

masters level clinicians, and three family

counselors (parent aides) all of whom are

employees of the program. Family counselors

are full-time and work with between three and

ten families at any one time. Family
counselors are encouraged to attend DMH
training and conferences. They participate in

regular supervision groups in addition to

receiving supervision from the clinician

assigned to each family.

The family counselor functions as an advocate
and role model for the parent. Family
counselors work closely with the clinician

assigned to the family and operate from a

clinical perspective. A family counselor
generally works with a parent for between
fifteen and eighteen months.

This program serves communities northeast of

3oston along the North Shore. This area is

primarily urban and suburban and has a

copulation in excess of four-hundred thousand,
-'arts of the area have public transportation,
cut much of the area does not. One of the

services provided by the family counselor is

transportation. Each family counselor drives
between seven-hundred and one-thousand
"niles each month.

Referrals come to this program through a joint

3MH/DSS committee. This committee
>creens referrals and assigns a team leader.

3nly a portion of the families served by this

)_rogrm are assigned a family counselor. The
"amily Outreach Program works only with
Protective cases.

THE FAMILY OUTREACH PROGRAM
81 Main Street
Peabody, MA. 01960
(617) 532-5974

Coordinator: Barbara Zeiner

Sponsoring Agency :

North Shore Children's Hospital

57 Highland Avenue
Salem, MA. 01970
(617) 774-2100 (ext. 252)

Contact Person: Jeffrey Klein

DSS Area Office :

Danvers/Salem Area Office

2 Margin Street

Salem, MA. 91070
(617) 74 1 -0440 or 727-9377

Contact Person: Sally Oken

Lynn Area Office
181 Union Street

Lynn, MA. 01902
(617) 596-0200 or 727-6019

Contact Person: Maureen Ryan

Cape Ann Area Office
197 R. Cabot Street

Beverly, MA. 01915
(617) 927-4600 or 727-6838

Contact Person: Mary Ellen Bennard

Staff : Administrator
Ih Masters Level Clinicians

(5
lh full-time, 2 part-time)

3 Family Counselors
(Parent Aides)

Service Area :

Beverly

Chelsea
Danvers
Essex
Gloucester
Hamilton
Ipswich

Lynn
Lynnfield

Manchester
Marblehead
Middleton
Nahant
Peabody

Revere
Rockport
Salem
Saugus
Swampscott
Topsfield

Wenham
Winthrop

which comprise DSS Areas #14, #15, and #16.
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The Eastern Middlesex Parent Aide Program
began in the Fall of 1981. It was developed by

the Child Abuse and Neglect Committee of

the Wakefield Office for Children, the

sponsoring agency. This committee continues

to oversee and support the operation of the

program. Funding is from DSS funds for

reimbursement of volunteers. This program
has served fifteen families since it began and
is now serving six families.

The staff of the program consists of a

coordinator /supervisor, two supervisors and

four parent aides. The coordinator/supervisor

is an employee of DSS. However, her work
with the Eastern Middlesex Parent Program
stems from her role as chair of the OFC Child

Abuse and Neglect Committee and is

volunteer. The supervisors and parent aides

are also volunteers. Parent aides in this

program work three or four hours each week.
Initial training is provided by the coordinator
and supervisors each time a new group of

parent aides is recruited. Ongoing training is

provided in conjunction with group supervision

which occurs every other week. Each parent
aide is matched with one family, occasionally
with two.

This is a parent oriented program which
focuses on the personal development of the

parent. The role of the parent aide is that of

friend to the parent. The parent is considered
part of a team consisting of the other parent
aides, supervisors, coordinator and social

workers serving the families matched with a

parent aide. Parent aides may have some
involvement with case conferences on the

family with whom they are matched.

The area served by this program encompasses
five towns northeast of Boston. The area is

suburban and generally middle to upper middle
class with a population of over I 10,000. It is

served in part by public transportation.
However, it is necessary for a parent aide to
have a car.

The Eastern Middlesex Parent Aide Program
serves both protective and preventive cases.
It has an open referral policy. However, most
referrals come from DSS.

MIDDLESEX PARENT AIDEEASTERN
PROGRAM
7 Lincoln Street, Room 24

Wakefield, MA 01880

(617) 245-4239

Coordinator: Cheryl Smith

Sponsoring Agency :

Office for Children
7 Lincoln Street, Room 24

Wakefield, MA 01880

(617)245-4239

Contact Person: John Beagon

DSS Area Office :

Eastern Middlesex Area Office

Crystal Lake Office Park
4 Pail Road Avenue
Wakefield, MA 01880

(617) 245-2754

Contact Person: Cheryl Smith

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
2 Supervisors

4 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Melrose
North Reading
Reading
Stoneham
Wakefield

which comprise DSS Area #17.
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The Parent Aide Program of Lynn Catholic

Family Services began in 1981. Developed by

Lynn Catholic Family Services and DSS in

cooperation with a community advisory board,

it is now an in-house program of Lynn Catholic

Family Services. Funded by Lynn Catholic

Family Services, and by funds for

reimbursement of volunteers from DSS, the

program now serves four families.

The program staff consists of a

coordinator/supervisor, who is an employee of

Lynn Catholic Family Services, and four

parent aides who are volunteers. Training is

ongoing. Each new parent aide hired is

provided initial training. All parent aides

participate in a regular supervision group
which includes inservice training. In addition,

parent aides are encouraged to participate in

STEP, a training program in parenting skills.

A parent aide works two to three hours each
week. Each parent aide is matched with a

single family.

This program is primarily parent oriented.

The parent aide serves as a role model of

effective parenting for the parent. The role

of the parent aide combines being a friend,

helper, and advocate for the parent. Parent
aides work with the parent independent of

other workers who may be working with the

family.

The area served by this program consists of

five towns northeast of Boston, and is a mix of

urban and suburban areas. It is served by
public transportation. However, the parent
needs a car.

The Parent Aide Program of Lynn Catholic
Family Services accepts referrals only from
within the agency. A waiting list is not used
by this program. When an opening occurs, it is

announced at a staff meeting. Demand for

parent aides exceeds availability, so the

program is considering expansion. This

program serves both preventive and protective
cases.

PARENT AIDE PROGRAM OF LYNN
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
55 Lynn Shore Drive
Lynn, MA 01905

(617) 593-2312

Coordinator: Pam Waggoner

Sponsoring Agency :

Catholic Family Services

55 Lynn Shore Drive
Lynn, MA 01905

(617) 593-2312

Contact Person: Pam Waggoner

DSS Area Office :

Lynn Area Office

181 Union Street

Lynn, MA 01902

(617) 596-0200 or 727-6019

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
4- Parent Aides

Service Area :

Lynn
Lynnfield

Nahant
Saugus
Swampscott

which are located in DSS Area #16.
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The Tri-City Parent Aide Program was

founded in October, 1980 through the efforts

of the Child Abuse and Neglect Committee of

the Office for Children. The two original

supervisors of the program were from that

committee. This program has worked closely

with several community agencies which have
provided in-kind services, such as a consultant

which is provided by Catholic Charities and

space for meetings which has been provided by

Maiden Hospital. Funding for the program is

from DSS funds for reimbursing volunteers.

The program has been trying to but has not yet

been successful in obtaining additional funding

to cover administrative costs. However, the

Brandy Mallet Fund of the Everett Tenants
Association has provided funds for special

projects such as a holiday event for the parent

aides, the parents served by the program, and
their children. Fifteen families have been
served since the program began and three are

now being served.

The staff of the program consists of a

coordinator/supervisor, a supervisor and five

parent aides. Three parent aides are matched
at present. Two are temporarily unavailable,

but will be matched with a parent soon. A
new group of parent aides will be recruited

early in 1984. The supervisors of this program
have developed their own training packet
based on materials from training originally

provided by New England Center for Children
and Families. This training is revised and
updated to meet the needs of each new group
of parent aides. Parent aides are matched
with one family, although occasionally a

parent aide will work with two families. A
parent aide works about two hours each week
with the parent and attends group supervision

meetings every other week for about two
hours.

This is a parent oriented program which
strives for a balance between fostering the

personal development of the parent and
providing a role model of effective parenting.
The parent aide is a support person for the

parent. Parent aides generally work
independent of social workers involved with
the family. However, if attending a case
conference is appropriate and releases are
obtained from the parent, one of the
supervisors or, occasionally, the parent aide
will participate.

There was considerable community interest in

this program as the result of the Brandy
Mallet case. The program expanded at that

TPI-CITY PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
23 Grape Street

Maiden, MA 02148

(617) 322-6367

Coordinator: Lynn Powers

Sponsoring Agency:

Office For Children

132 School Street

Everett, MA 02149

(617) 389-5424

Contact Person: Gretchen Arntz

DSS Area Office:

Tri-City Area Office

205 Centre Street

Maiden, MA 02148

(617) 321-0130 or 727-9270

Staff: Coordinator/Supervisor

Supervisor

5 Parent Aides

Service Area:

Everett

Maiden
Medford

which comprise DSS Area #18.
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time to eleven parent aides. However, it was
found that many of these volunteers were not

appropriate for the parent aide role, but were
more interested in forming a vigilante group.

In addition, the program was having difficulty

obtaining funds, a problem which still exists.

Both these factors contributed to loss of

parent aides. One positive outcome from this

period was a small fund, the Brandy Mallet

Fund, set up for the program by the Everett

Tenants Association.

The area served by this program includes the

towns of Everett, Maiden, and Medford which

comprise the Tri-City area located northeast

of Boston. These are heavily populated older

suburbs which are primarily working class and

middle class. The total population of the area

is over 148,000. The area is served by public

transportation and it is not necessary for a

parent aide to have a car.

The Tri-City Parent Aide Program serves both

preventive and protective cases.- Originally,

about three-fourth of the cases were
protective. Recently, referrals have been
about half preventive and half protective.

This program has an open referral policy and
accepts referrals from DSS and a number of

community agencies.
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orker involved with the family. If an issue

rose that needed to be brought to the

ttention of the social worker, the parent aide

rought it to the attention of the

oordinator/supervisor who then relayed it to

le social worker. The coordinator/supervisor

f this program has proposed combining parent

ide services with group counseling,

articularly for adolescent mothers.

he area served by this program is an urban

rea consisting of three communities directly

3 the northeast of Boston. This is a heavily

opulated area with sections under severe

conomic stress. The total population of the

rea is over 87,000. The area is served by

jblic transportation. It is not necessary for a

arent aide to have a car.

he Chelsea, Revere and Winthrop Parent
ide Program had an open referral policy,

owever, priority was given to referrals from
roject Concern for Families and DSS. It

?rved only protective cases the first year, but

Dened its services to preventive cases during

ie second year. The difficulty with this

'ogram was neither getting referrals nor the

'ovision of services; it was recruitment of

Dpropriate volunteers to be parent aides. The
helsea, Revere and Winthrop Parent Aide
rogram provided a valuable service which
Duld resume once the problem of recruitment
solved.
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The Chelsea, Revere and Winthrop Parent

Aide Program began in 1979 and continued in

operation for two and one-half years. The

urogram began through a community effort

involving OFC and DSS among others. This

(•ask force recruited the initial group of six

xjrent aides, arranged for their initial training

jnd presented them to the sponsoring agency

for ongoing coordination and supervision. A

rontract with the DSS Chelsea Area Office for

?rotective services covered the cost of the

supervision. DSS funds reimbursed volunteers

for their expenses. The program initially

served six families. When it ended it was
serving two.

me staff of this program consisted of a

roordinator/supervisor, who is an employee of
hhe sponsoring agency, and the parent aides,

who were all volunteers. Training for the

nitial group of parent aides was provided

hrough the New England Regional Center for

Children and Families. Subsequent training

vas provided by the coordinator/supervisor.
Darent aides in this program each worked from
)ne to four hours each week with a family, and
Jttended group supervision one and one-half
lours each week.

This program operated successfully until it

>ecame necessary to recruit new parent aides.

he coordinator/supervisor of the program and
)ther staff in her agency were not able to give
'he time needed for recruitment because of

)ther commitments. Nor were additional

unds, staff, or other assistance provided for

his purpose. This is a special problem
Jecouse in this service area it is difficult to

ecruit appropriate people to be parent aides,

^fter initial efforts at recruitment for the
-helsea, Revere and Winthrop Parent Aide
rogram alone, the program teamed up with
'he Harbor Area Parent Aide Program. They
hen tried to recruit parent aides for both
>rograms. There was some success at
ecruitment, but by the end of the initial

raining, attrition had claimed so many of the
>rospective parent aides that the program
:ould not continue. There is demand for this

>rogram. If the parent aides were available,
here would be no difficulty getting referrals.

'his was a family oriented program which
ocused on both the personal development of
he parent and on providing a role model of
effective parenting. The role of the parent
'ide was a combination of advocate for the
went, support person, and role model. The
went aide worked independently of the social

CHELSEA, REVERE AND WINTHROP
PARENT AIDE PROGRAM

1 04 Broadway
Revere, MA 02151

(617) 289-0930

Coordinator: Carol McShane

Sponsoring Agency :

Project Concern for Families
I 04 Broadway
Revere, MA 02151

(617) 289-0930

Contact Person: Carol McShane

DSS Area Office :

Chelsea Area Office
300 Broadway
Chelsea, MA 02150

(617)889-3820

Contact Person: Kanen Blinstrub

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
No Parent Aides at present,

originally the program had six parent

aides.

Service Area :

Chelsea
Revere
Winthrop

which ore part of DSS Area #16.
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INTRODUCTION

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION IV: GREATER BOSTON

Region IV, Greater Boston, has nine parent aide programs primarily or

completely within the region, more than any other region in the state.

In addition, Randolph, a town in Region IV,- is served by a program

located principally within Region V, which is described in that section

The nine parent aide programs entirely within Region IV include one

program with paid parent aides and eight with volunteers. These

programs have 102 parent aides between them, 98 of whom are volunteers

and four of whom are paid. They serve a total of 102 families. Ninety-

nine of these families are served by volunteers; three by paid aides.

None of these programs have had difficulty recruiting parent aides or

obtaining referrals.

There are 60 towns in Region IV. All but five are served by a parent

aide program. Eight towns are served by two parent aide programs. The

paid program serves two towns, and eight volunteer programs serve 53

towns. Seven of the nine parent aide programs in Region IV serve a

particular DSS Area.

Five of the nine parent aide programs in the region are sponsored by

a DSS Area Office. Four of these five programs have volunteer parent

aides. The other is the only paid parent aide program in the state

sponsored by a DSS Area Office which also funds the program. The

area served by the paid program is Cambr idge/Somerville , a much more

urban and economically stressed area than most other areas in this

region.
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The four volunteer parent aide programs sponsored by a DSS Area Office

all receive DSS funds for reimbursing volunteers for their expenses.

Three receive additional funding through DSS contracts. In two programs,

the sponsoring DSS Area Office contracts for supervision of the parent

aides. One of these contracts also includes training costs. The third

program holds a contract through the State Child Abuse and Neglect

Grant which covers the cost of organizing the program and training the

initial group of parent aides.

DSS area offices are actively involved with the parent aide programs

in this region. In addition to sponsoring five of the programs,

funding the paid parent aide program,* and contracting for supervision

in one program and both training and supervision in another, one of

the DSS Area Offices has contracted for supervision of parent aides in

one of the privately-sponsored volunteer programs. DSS area offices are

also a major referral source for most of the parent aide programs in

the region.

Four of the parent aide programs in Region IV are sponsored by private

agencies. All four of these are volunteer programs and receive DSS

funds for the reimbursement of volunteers. Two of these programs

are experiencing financial difficulties; two are not. Of the two

adequately funded programs, one receives additional funding from DSS, but

the other does not. The first program is new this year and its initial

costs were covered by monies from the state Child Abuse and Neglect

Grant. In addition, the cost of supervision is covered by a contract with

the DSS Area Office. The second program receives support from community

development funds and private sources.
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The programs with financial problems are two of the oldest and largest

volunteer parent aide programs in Massachusetts. Both of them have

encountered difficulty with maintaining of obtaining funding from

private sources. In addition, both were in operation when DSS was

founded and neither program has developed a solid working relationship

with the DSS area offices within their service area.

One, the Parent Aide Program of the Norfolk Mental Health Association,

founded in 1978, was the first volunteer parent aide program in the

state and has served as a model for many other programs. Primarily

funded by grants in the past, it is now having difficulty maintaining

this funding.

The other, the DeVanna Center Parent Aide Program, began in 19 79. It

is totally a volunteer program with both volunteer supervisors and

parent aides. It has been funded through donations from the community

and received DSS reimbursement for volunteers' expenses. The parent

aides in the program have been trained through Judge Baker Guidance

Center, but funding will no longer be available for this training and

the volunteer supervisors have neither the time nor the energy to do it

The training is essential to the continuation of the program, which

recruits new volunteers regularly to replace those who have completed

their one year commitment.

The nine parent aide programs in Region IV began between 1978 and

1983. One volunteer program began each year from 1978 thru 1982;

three volunteer programs began in 1983. The paid parent aide

program began in 1982.
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Seven of the parent aide programs in this region have an open referral

policy. One accepts referrals only from DSS and the sponsoring

agency. Another, the paid program, accepts referrals only from DSS

and serves only protective cases. One of the volunteer programs

serves only preventive cases, whereas the other seven serve both

preventive and protective cases.
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"he Concord Area Parent Aide Program, a

'olunteer program developed by the Concord

Vea DSS Office, beaan in April. 98
upervisory meetings and training sessions are

eld at DSS. Since its beginning, this program
as served fifteen families and presently is

erving eight. Funding for this program has

een through DSS funds for reimbursing

olunteers. However, DSS has recently

ontracted to fund the cost of supervision.

he staff of the Parent Aide Program includes

coordinator and consulting social worker,

oth of whom are DSS employees. Two lay

jpervisors work directly with the parent

des. These supervisors were originally

olunteers, but will now be paid through the

'SS contract. The ten parent aides are

olunteers. New parent aides are recruited

id trained yearly. Each parent aide is

ssigned to one family and works about three

Durs each week. The role of the parent aide

to be a friend to the parent. The parent
de works independently from others involved

ith the parent or family. However, in an

nergency the parent aide's supervisor will

)ntact the appropriate social worker or

erapist for support of the family or children.

lis program is very parent oriented. The
irent aides work to facilitate the personal

velopment of the parent. Isolation of the

rent is a common problem. The parent aide

Ips the parent become less isolated and
Dre integrated into the community. By
oviding direct support to the parent, indirect

pport is provided to the children.

e primarily middle and upper middle class
turban area served by this program is

:ated northwest of Boston. There is no
:>lic transportation available; therefore the
'ent aide must have a car. The population
the area is about 80,000.

e Concord Area Parent Aide Program has an
n referral policy. However, because of its

se ties with DSS, most referrals are from
S social workers. The remainder of

errals are from OFC and various private
?ncies. Referrals are accepted only if child
Jse or neglect is an issue. This program
ves both preventive and protective cases.
present, sixty-two percent of the cases are
ventive, thirty-eight percent are
tective.

CONCORD AREA PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
409 Massachusetts Avenue
Acton, MA 01720

(617) 263-8 1 59 or 727-3565

Coordinator: Mary Billingsly

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Concord Area Office
409 Massachusetts Avenue
Acton, MA 01720

(617) 263-8159 or 727-3565

Contact Person: Mary Billingsly

Staff : Coordinator
2 Lay Supervisors

10 Parent Aides

Consulting DSS Social Worker

Service Area :

DSS Area #19, which includes:

Acton
Bedford
Boxborough
Carlisle

Concord
L incoln

Littleton

Maynard
Stow
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The Mystic Valley Parent Aide Program began

in May, 1983. It was developed by the DSS
Mystic Valley Area Office in conjunction with

an advisory board consisting of representatives

from a private mental health agency, Office

for Children, two area citizens and a social

worker from a local hospital. The program is

funded by the DSS Area Office, which has

contracted with Judge Baker Guidance Center

for supervision and training of the parent

aides. Additional funding is from DSS funds

for reimbursing volunteers. This program is

now serving seventeen families.

The staff of this program consists of the

coordinator/supervisor, an employee of the

DSS Area Office; a supervisor whose services

are contracted from Judge Baker Guidance
Center; and fourteen parent aides, plus three

to four persons newly recruited to become
parent aides, all of whom are volunteers.

Parent aides are provided initial training plus

group supervision each week. For the initial

group of fourteen parent aides, this has been
provided through a contract with Judge Baker
Guidance Center. Training and supervision for

the new group will be provided by the

coordinator. Parent aides work about six

hours each week, three with the family and
three in supervisory meetings. Most parent
aides are matched with one family, a few are

matched with two. The parent aide works
independently and is not considered to be part

of a team.

This program combines a focus on the personal

development of the parent with providing a

role model of effective parenting. It is

primarily a parent oriented program. A recent
activity of parent aides has been bringing their

Dwn children to their meetings with the parent
3s a model of more positive interaction

between parent and child. The parent aide is

:onsidered to be a friend to the parent and
friendship is seen as a two-way street.

The predominantly middle class area served by
his program includes six suburban towns
lorthwest of Boston. The area has a total

>opulation of over 175,000. It has public
ransportation. However, the parent aide
leeds a car. A parent aide drives an average
>f fifteen miles each week.

he Mystic Valley Parent Aide Program
iccepts referrals from DSS, DMH and private
'gencies. It serves only preventive cases. A
eferral is not accepted if a current 51

A

eport of child abuse or neglect exists on that
ase.

MYSTIC VALLEY PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
23 Maple Street

Arlington, MA 02174

(617) 641-1780 or 727-1281

Coordinator: Monique Doelling

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Mystic Valley Area Office

23 Maple Street

Arlington, MA 02174

(617) 641-1780 or 727-1281

Contact Person: Monique Doelling

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

Supervisor

14 Parent Aides
3-4 New Parent Aides

beginning training

November, I 983
"

Service Area :

DSS Area # 20, which includes:

Arlington

Burlington

Lexington
Wilmington
Winchester
Woburn
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The Beoverbrook Areo Parent Aide Program
began in July, 1983. A task force composed of

representatives of DSS, OFC, the Center for

Mental Health and Retardation, Watertown
Multi-Service Center, and Boston Children's

Services worked to develop the program and

continues to provide oversight and support.

Initial costs for the program are covered by

the State Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention

Grant. Volunteers are reimbursed for their

expenses from DSS funds for that purpose.

The program serves seven families.

The program staff consists of a coordinator,

two supervisors, and seven parent aides. The
coordinator is a DSS employee. The two
supervisors work for community agencies, one

for the Center of Mental Health and
Retardation, the other for the Watertown
Multi-Service Center. The parent aides are

volunteers. Parent aides receive initial

training, in-service training, and weekly, group
supervision. Each parent aide works two hours

each week with the parent and attends group
supervision weekly for one and one-half hours.

A parent aide is matched with one family.

This is a parent oriented program. The parent

aide serves as a role model of effective

parenting while focusing on the personal

development of the parent. One of the goals

of the parent aide is to help the parent
develop more interaction with the larger

social system. Parent aides in this program
work independently. They seldom, if ever,

have direct contact with the social worker
involved with the family.

The area served by the Beoverbrook Area
Parent Aide Program consists of three towns
northwest of Boston. Consisting primarily of

older suburban neighborhoods, this area has a

population of nearly 119,000. Public

transportation is available; however, a car is

helpful. A parent aide drives an average of

forty to fifty miles a month.

The Beoverbrook Area Parent Aide Program
accepts referrals from both DSS and
community agencies. At present, there is a
waiting list of referrals. This has prompted
the program to consider recruiting additional

parent aides. The program serves both
protective and preventive cases. About half

the cases are protective, and half are
preventive.

BEAVERBROOK
PROGRAM
41 I Waver ly Oaks Road
Waltham, MA 02154

(617)894-8770

Coordinator: Neal Michaels

AREA PARENT AIDE

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Beoverbrook Area Office
41 I Waver ly Oaks Road
Waltham, MA 02154

(617) 894-8770

Contact Person: Neal Michaels

Staff : Coordinator
2 Supervisors

7 Parent Aides

Service Area :

DSS Area #21, which includes:

Belmont
Waltham
Watertown
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ie Cambridge/Somervilie Parent Aide
rogram began in April, 1982, through a

Dmmunity initiative and the efforts of

ambridge/Somerville DSS. An advisory

xjrd, composed of seven interested persons

'om community resource providers, furnishes

jpport and advice to the program. This

-ogram served five families last year and
jrves three families a~t present. Funds for

ie program are from the DSS Area budget.

he program staff consists of a

Dordinator/supervisor, who is a DSS
mployee, and four paid parent aides. Parent
de training is conducted twice each year. In

Edition, parent aides participate in in-service

aining with other agency workers. Each
:rent aide is matched with a single family,

arent aides work eight hours each week. The
:rent aide is a member of a team consisting
:

the social worker, social work supervisor,

id the parent aide. The role of the parent
de is to work with other team members
ward the fulfillment of the social service
an for the family.

"us program is somewhat more family
iented than parent oriented. The primary
nphasis of the program is providing a role

odel of effective parenting. Parent aides in

is program are as likely to work with the
"iole family as they are to work with the
irent alone.

ie area served by this program is composed
the cities of Cambridge and Somerville. It

uts Boston to the south and is I I .4 square
les of densely populated urban area. Since
i area is generally accessible by public

Dnsportation, it is not necessary for a parent
ie to have a car. Most do, however, and on
s average a parent aide drives twenty-five
fifty miles each week.

e Cambridge/Somervilie Parent Aide
ogram has a closed referral policy.
Terrals are accepted only from the DSS
imbridge/Somerville Area Office. All cases
'ved by this program are protective.

CAMBR1DGE/S0MERV1LLE PARENT AIDE
PROGRAM
5 I Inman Street

Cambridge, MA 02139

(6 I 7) 66 I -0686 (x I 36) or 727-4880 (x I 36)

Coordinator: Mitzi Bramhali

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Cambridge/Somervilie Area Office

5 I Inman Street

Cambridge, MA 02139

(6 I 7) 66 1 -0686 (x I 36) or 727-4880 (x I 36)

Contact Person: Mitzi Bramh a I

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
4 Parent Aides

Service Area:

DSS Area #22, which includes:

Cambridge
Somerville
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he Framingham Area Parent Aide Program
as been in existence since 1982. This

olunteer program, which meets in the DSS
^rea Office in Framingham, was developed by

ommunity initiative. An advisory board

onsisting of representatives of various

ommunity human service agencies, schools,

nd hospitals provides guidance and support to

he program. Sixteen families have been
rved by this program since its inception;

ight are being served at the present time,

unding for this program is through the DSS
rogram for reimbursing volunteers for

icurred expenses.

he staff of the Framingham Parent Aide
rogram consists of a coordinator from DSS,
/vo supervisors who are social workers at

ommunity agencies, and eight parent aides

ho are volunteers. Training for new parent

ides is provided twice each year. Each
orent aide is matched with one family and
orks about three hours per week. The role of

ie parent aide is to be a friend to the client,

he parent aide is not considered to be a

lember of a team.

ne primary emphasis of this program is to

'ovide a role model of effective parenting,

trough friendship with the parent aide, the

:rent can be provided support and
lobtrusively introduced to more appropriate
lild-rearing practices. While personal
svelopment of the parent is a by-product of
lis program, its primary orientation is toward
)e family.

ie primarily middle class area served by this

'ogram is located west of Boston and is

edominantly suburban. There is no public

ansportation available. It is therefore
cessary for the parent aide to have a car.

ie Framingham Area Parent Aide Program
rves both preventive and protective cases,
^out half the current cases are preventive;
e other half, protective. Although this

ogram has an open referral policy, all

ferrals until now have come from DSS.
Dwever, other community agencies and
ofessionals are welcome to refer their
ients to the program for services.

FRAMINGHAM
PROGRAM
354 Waverly Street

Framingham, MA 01701

(617) 872-8122 or 727-0608

Coordinator: Cathy Greene

AREA- PARENT AIDE

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Framingham Area Office

354 Waverly Street

Framingham, MA 01701

(617) 872-8122 or 727-0608

Contact Person: Cathy Greene

Staff : Coordinator
2 Supervisors

8 Parent Aides

Service Area :

DSS Area #24, which includes:

Ashland
Dover
Framingham
Holliston

Natick

Sherborn
Sudbury
Wayland
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The Porent Aide Volunteer Program began in

November, 1980. It was developed by a task

force from the community which was
organized by the program coordinator and the

Office for Children Community
Representative. This task force disbanded

after the program became operational.

Funding for the program comes from private

sources, community development funds, and
DSS funds for reimbursing volunteers. This

program has served thirteen families since it

began. It is now serving four families.

The staff of the Parent Aide Volunteer

Program consists of a coordinator/supervisor,

a supervisor, and six parent aides. The parent

aides are volunteers. Initial training is

provided through New England Center for

Children and Families and the Jobs Bill.

Recruitment and initial training occur twice
yearly. Group supervision occurs every other
week and there is periodic in-service training.

Parent aides are matched with a single family

and work from four to five hours per week in

the program.

This program works toward the personal

development of the parent while providing a

role model of effective parenting. The role of

the parent aide is to be a friend to the parent.

Parent aides work independently of any social

worker working with the family.

The area served by this program is an upper-
middle class suburban area west of Boston.
Parts of it are served by public transportation.

However, since much is not, the parent aide

needs a car. The population of this area is

about 15,000.

The Parent Aide Volunteer Program served
only protective cases when it began. It is now
beginning to provide services to preventive
cases. The program has an open referral

policy. The majority of referrals come from
DSS, while twenty percent come from private
agencies, and ten percent from Head Start.

The program maintains a waiting list. There
are now five families awaiting a parent aide.

PARENT AIDE VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
492 Waltham
West Newton, MA 02165

(617) 969-5906 (ext. 27)

Coordinator: Laurie Simon

Sponsoring Agency :

Newton Community Service Center, Inc.

492 Waltham
West Newton, MA 02165

(617) 969-5906 (ext. 27)

Contact Person: Laurie Simon

DSS Area Office :

Newton Area Office
437 Cherry Street

West Newton, MA 02165

(617) 965-2607

Contact Person: Judy Abrahams

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

Supervisor

6 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Needham
Newton
We lies ley

Weston

which comprise DSS Area #25.
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The Parent Aide Program of the Norfolk

Mental Health Association has been in

operation since October, 1978. The third

oldest parent aide program in Massachusetts,

it is this state's oldest and largest volunteer

parent aide program. It has served seventy-

nine families since its inception and is serving

thirty families at present. The Parent Aide

Program is part of the Norfolk Mental

Health Association and has the advantage of

all the resources of the Association for

training, consultation, administration, and

funding. Its primary funding source has been

grants from private foundations. DSS funds

provide volunteers with reimbursement for

expenses.

The staff of the Parent Aide Program consists

of a director, an associate director, and a

coordinator, all of whom are paid. The
twenty-seven parent aides in the program are

volunteers. A unique aspect of the program
is the relationship developed with local

colleges which enables recruitment of

students as parent aides. Parent aide training

occurs three times per year and. is conducted

by the program staff over a six-week period.

Parent aides are each matched with one

family, although some of the more skilled or

experienced parent aides are matched with

two families. Each parent aide works about

five hours per week. The parent aide's role is

that of helper and friend to the parent.

The program itself has a family orientation

and works to meet the needs of all family

members while emphasizing the personal

development of the parent. Connections with

other programs of the Norfolk Mental Health

Association and ties built with other

community programs facilitate coordination

of services for all family members. The
parent aide is viewed as part of a team of all

social service workers involved with the

family.

The area served by this program is

predominately middle class, primarily

suburban, and located south of Boston. It

covers 183 square miles and has a population

of 168,984. There is no public

transportation and parent aides each drive

over one-hundred miles per week.

The Parent Aide Program of the Norfolk
Mental Health Association serves both

preventive and protective cases. Referrals

come from a wide range of sources including

DSS, DPW, VNA, guidance counselors, private

therapists, day care centers, OFC, DMH and
various private agencies. A special effort has
been made to encourage referral of

PARENT AIDE PROGRAM OF THE
NORFOLK MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
10 Cottage Street

Norwood, MA 02062

(617)769-3120

Director: Ann Josephson

Sponsoring Agency :

Norfolk Mental Health Association

10 Cottage Street

Norwood, MA 02062

(617)769-3120

Contact Person: Ann Josephson

DSS Area Office :

Norwood Area Office
1416 Boston/Providence Highway
Norwood, MA 02062

(617) 769-8780 or 727-9020

Staff : Director

Associate Director

Coordinator
27 Parent Aides

Consultants available through
Norfolk Mental Health Association

Service Area :

Canton
Dedham
Foxboro
Medfield

Mlllls

Norfolk

Norwood
Plainville

Sharon

Walpole
Westwood
Wrentham

which comprise DSS Area #26.
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The Dianne DeVanna Center for the

Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, Inc.

was founded in 1 978 in response to Dianne

DeVanna's death from child abuse. The Center

first set up a child abuse and neglect hot line,

then developed the parent aide program out of

a desire to have more direct contact with

families under stress. The Board of the

Center, made up primarily of community
people, provides general oversight for the

program. The coordinator of the DeVanna
Center Parent Aide Program is a member of

the Center board. Funding for the parent aide

program comes primarily from DSS funds for

reimbursing volunteers. The program needs to

develop other funding sources to cover such

costs as initial training for parent aides and

other administrative costs. The program has

served twenty-three families since it began.

It is now serving eighteen families.

The staff of this program consists of a

coordinator/supervisor, two supervisors, and

eighteen parent aides. All are volunteers.

Initial training for parent aides has been
provided by consultants from the New England
Resource Center for Children and Families.

However, funding is not available to pay for

these consultants for the next group of parent

aides recruited. Ongoing training is provided
by the coordinator and supervisors of the

program in conjunction with volunteer

speakers from the community. Peer support

and supervision groups meet every two weeks
for about three hours. A parent aide works
two to three hours each week with the parent.

Each parent aide is matched with only one
family.

This is a parent oriented program which
emphasizes both the personal development of

the parent and providing a role model of

effective parenting. The parent aide is both a

special friend to and a role model for the

parent. Establishing a trusting relationship

between the parent aide and the parent is the

initial goal of the program. To facilitate and
maintain this trust, parent aides in this

program remain independent of social

agencies, unless a crisis necessitates contact.

The DeVanna Center Parent Aide Program
serves towns of the South Shore, an area along
the ocean to the southeast of Boston. This
area is primarily suburban and working class to

upper middle class. Portions of the area are
served by public transportation, however,
much is not. Therefore, it is necessary for the
parent aide to have a car.

DEVANNA CENTER
PROGRAM
P.O. Box 312
Braintree, MA 02184

(617) 848-6254

Coordinator: Jane Mohnes

PARENT AIDE

Sponsoring Agency :

DeVanna Center
P.O. Box 312

Braintree, MA 02184

(617)848-6245

Contact Person: Jane Mohnes

DSS Area Office :

Quincy Area Office
1419 Hancock Street

Quincy, MA 02169

(617) 773-8290 or 727-9576

Coastal Area Office
I I Front Street

Weymouth, MA 02188

(617) 33 1 -6600 or 727-3360

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
2 Supervisors

18 Parent Aides

Service Area:

Towns along the South Shore, including:

Braintree

Cohasset
Hanover
Hjngham
Hull

Marshfield

Milton

Norwell
Quincy
Randolph
Scituate

Weymouth
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While referrals of both protective and

preventive cases are accepted, most of the

cases served are protective. The DeVanna
Center Parent Aide Program has aggressively

sought referrals from not only DSS and other

community .agencies, but also from the

community at large. This has resulted in

several self-referrals.
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The Coastal Parent Aide Program began in the

Summer of 1983. It was Initiated by a task

force composed of representatives of DSS,

community agencies and the community.
Funding for the initial operation of this

program is from the State Child Abuse and

Neglect Prevention Grant and DSS funds for

reimbursing volunteers for their expenses.

The program is serving eight families.

The staff of the program consists of a

coordinator/supervisor and eight parent aides.

The coordinator/supervisor is an employee of

the sponsoring agency; the parent aides are

volunteers. Parent aides participated in an

initial training program conducted by the New
England Resource Center for Children and

Families. They have group supervision every

week, and periodic in-service training

conducted by specialists such as a psychologist

or a representative from the DA's office.

Parent aides each work with one family and
spend about three hours per week with the

parent.

This program is primarily parent oriented.

However, the parent aide will occasionally

work with the whole family. The program
strives to achieve a balance between focusing

on the personal development of the parent and
providing a role model of effective parenting.

The role of the parent aide is that of a

supportive friend. Parent aides work
independent of social workers involved with
the family.

The area served by this program in located

southeast of Boston along the South Shore. It

is a suburban area and is primarily middle
class. Public transportation is available in

parts of the area, but is unavailable in many
places. A parent aide needs to have a car.

The population of the area is about 156,000.

The Coastal Area Parent Aide Program serves
both protective and preventive cases. It

accepts referrals only from DSS and the
Coastal Community Counseling Center. The
program does not maintain a waiting list;

instead it closes referrals when no parent
aides are available.

COASTAL PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
574 Main Street

Weymouth, MA 02190

(617) 331-2533

Coordinator: Rhonda Meise!

Sponsoring Agency :

Coastal Community Counseling Center
574 Main Street

Weymouth, MA 02190

(617) 331-2533

Contact Person: Rhonda Meisel

DSS Area Office :

Coastal Area Office
I I Front Street'

Weymouth, MA 02188

(617) 331-6600 or 727-3360

Contact Person: Linda Pastel

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
8 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Braintree

Cohasset
Hingham
Hulf

Norwell
Scituate

Weymouth

which comprise DSS Area #28.
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INTRODUCTION

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION V: SOUTHEASTERN MASSACHUSETTS, THE

CAPE AND THE ISLANDS

Six parent aide programs are located entirely within Region V,

Southeastern Massachusetts, the Cape and the Islands. Two towns

in the area are also served by the DeVanna Center Parent Aide Program

in Region IV, a volunteer program described in that section. The six

programs serving Region V include the oldest paid parent aide

program in Massachusetts and five volunteer programs. An additional

parent aide program began in Taunton late in 1983, after information

was collected for this report, and does not figure in the statitics.

There are 56 parent aides working in Region V. Eight are employed

by the program and 4 8 are volunteers in the five other programs.

These programs serve 84 families in all: the paid program 36, and

the volunteer program 48. None have had difficulty either recruiting

parent aides or getting referrals

.

Region V has 69 towns, 12 of which are not within the service area

of any parent aide program. Seven towns on the islands of Martha's

Vineyard and Nantucket are within the service area of the Cape and

the Islands Parent Aide Program, but have not yet received services,

because the program has been able to serve only the mainland.

However, an extension based on Martha's Vineyard is proposed. Fifty

towns are receiving services, eight from the paid program and 42

from the volunteer programs

.
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Two programs in this region are sponsored by DSS, four by private

agencies. One privately-sponsored program uses paid aides, the

three others use volunteers, as do both DSS programs. All five

volunteer parent aide programs receive DSS funds for reimbursing

volunteers for their expenses. Two programs, one paid, the other

volunteer, have contracts with DSS.

All volunteer programs in Region V have experienced problems

,

either with funding or with maintaining supervisory staff; the

paid program has had no such problems. For two programs the

funding problems have been so severe that the existence of both

has been threatend. The staffing problems in one program caused

the number of parent aides to decrease markedly.

The DSS-sponsored Plymouth Area Parent Aide Program experienced a

crisis when the DSS regional office was no longer able to contine

funding the contracts under which the coordinator/supervisor and

supervisor of the program were working. This problem was solved

when the coordinator/supervisor became a regular DSS employee.

However, the supervisor's position could not be funded. This re-

duced the staffing of the program, requiring the coordinator/super-

visor to assume complete responsibility for supervision of all

parent aides

.

The Fall River Parent Aide Program has also experienced severe funding

problems. The program was seriously jeopordized when the DSS contract

with the Judge Baker Guidance Center for Parent Aide supervision ended.

The support for this program was so strong within the community, however,

it was adopted by the Women's Center for Independent Living. The Center

hired the coordinator and has carried the cost of this position
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while seeking funding for the parent aide program. As yet, no

funding has been found. It is uncertain how long the Women's

Center can continue to support this program.

Two other programs have experienced less severe financial problems.

One, the all- volunteer Parent Aide Program, Inc., of Brockton, is

the only one in Massachusetts incorporated as a non-profit agency.

Its funding difficulties stem from the coordinator's inability to

convince the program's board that, because of increasing workload,

she is no longer able to absorb costs as a volunteer and that funds

are needed to pay for supervision and administrative costs. The

program does receive DSS funds to reimburse volunteers for expenses

.

However, the rates are unrealistically low, such as babysitting at

fifty-five cents per hour. The other program is the Parent Aide

Volunteer Experience in Attleboro . Although this program has a

contract with DSS to cover the cost of administration and supervision,

it experiences difficulty because of the shortfall from unrealistically

low amounts for reimbursement for volunteer expenses . Other items

,

such as coffee at supervision meetings, are not covered at all and

their cost must come out of someone's, usually the supervisor's, pocket

The Cape and the Islands Parent Aide Program, has not experienced

funding problems, but it has experienced staffing problems. Two of

its three supervisory staff have left. One transferred to another

DSS Area Office; the other left the agency altogether. Also, the

Cape and the Islands Area Office of DSS, which sponsors this program,

recently experienced a change in area director. All these changes

have resulted in a lack of administrative and supervisory support

for the program, which has decreased from five parent aides to one.
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However, the coordinator/supervisor believes that, once the new area

director becomes established, the program will be developed again

to its former level of five parent aides, and it may become possible

to implement the proposed - extension to the Islands.

Founded in August, 1977, the Parent-Aide Program of the Parent-Child

Center of New Bedford is the oldest parent aide program in the state.

It is a paid program. The volunteer parent aide programs in Region V

began between 1978 and 1982 one each year, except in 1981 when two began

The two programs sponsored by DSS accept referrals only from DSS

.

All other programs in this region have an open referral policy. The

DSS-sponsored program in Plymouth serves only protective cases.

The other programs serve both protective and preventive cases

.
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he Parent Aide Volunteer Experience, begun

i Attleboro in January, 1982 as the result of a

ommunity initiative, was developed by an

dvisory board of eleven persons representing

iaht community agencies. The advisory board

ow works on recruitment, screening, public

slations, policy, and planning for expansion of

ie program. Funding for this program is from
contract with DSS and from DSS funds for

ie reimbursement of volunteers. Since

eginning, this program has served eighteen

omilies. Thirteen families are now being

erved.

he staff of the program consists of a paid

oordinator/supervisor, two volunteer

upervisors, and twelve volunteer parent aides,

raining for new parent aides is held three

imes each year and in-service training is

rovided each month. Funding for this'

-aining is included in the contract with DSS.

arent aides attend group supervision weekly,
: they are new, and every two weeks, if more
xperienced. Individual supervision occurs

uarterly. A parent aide works an average of

ve hours each week and is assigned one or

vo families.

his program focuses on the personal

svelopment of the parent. The role of the

urent aide is to be a friend to the parent,

owever, this friendship is developed with
)ecific goals for the parent in mind. A team
hich includes as equal members the parent
ide, coordinator/supervisor, supervisors,

herring social worker or therapist, and at

mes other agency personnel, develops these
Dais and reviews them quarterly.

its program serves four towns in

)utheastern Massachusetts. The service area
mix including urban and suburban, working

id middle class, has a population of around
),000. While some public transportation is

mailable, it is necessary for the parent aide to

]ve a car.

">e Parent Aide Volunteer Experience has an
>en referral policy. This program has
'cellent contacts throughout the community
imarily as a result of agency participation in

•e advisory board. This is reflected in the
Jriety of referral sources which include
"oject Child, BICO (an educational
>llaborative), Young Family Program and
lited Cerebral Palsy, as well as DSS. About
] 'o of the program's referrals are from
ivate agencies. Both preventive and
otective cases are accepted.

PARENT AIDE VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE
P.O. Box 48

8 North Main Street

Attleboro, MA. 02703

(617)226-4015

Coordinator: Janice Hanson

Sponsoring Agency :

New Hope, Inc.

8 North Main Street

Attleboro, MA. 02703

(617) 824-4757

Contact Person: Lee Chazel

DSS Area Office :

Attleboro Area Office

67 Mechanic Street

P.O. Box 239

Attleboro, MA. 02703

(617) 226-4553 or 727-8368

Contact Person: Charles Waddington

Staff: Coordinator/Supervisor

2 Supervisors

I 2 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Attleboro
North Attleboro
Norton
Mansfield

which comprise DSS Area #29.
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The Parent Aide Program, Inc. of Brockton is

the only parent aide program in Massachusetts

which has incorporated as an independent

private agency. A volunteer program
developed by community initiative, it is

governed by a board composed of interested

community leaders and agency
representatives. In operation since November,
1979, this program has served a total of

twenty-two families. It is presently serving

ten, and two parent aides are awaiting

matching. Seven new parent aides have

recently been recruited and trained. This has

allowed the program to expand its capacity

from five to twelve families. Funding for this

program consists of reimbursement of

volunteers through DSS and money raised by

its board through a yearly road race.

Staff for the program consist of a

coordinator/supervisor and the parent aides,

all of whom are volunteers. Recruitment and
training of new parent aides occur twice each

year. Each parent aide is matched with one
family and works in the program about three

hours each week.

While this program is generally parent

oriented, a parent aide may concentrate on

the personal development of the parent, on

providing a role model of effective parenting,

or both, depending on the skill of the

individual parent aide and the needs of the

family. The role of the parent aide is to be a

friend, helper, and advisor to the parent.

Parent aides generally work with the parent
independent of other social service workers.
However, when appropriate, they work as a

team, coordinating services with home health

aides, DSS workers, or parenting groups
involved with the family.

This program serves a largely working and
middle class, suburban area south of Boston.
Public transportation is available. However,
the parent aide still needs to have a car. A
parent aide generally drives between twenty-
five and fifty miles each week.

The Parent Aide Program, Inc. will serve both
protective and preventive cases. However,
nearly all cases served by this program have
seen protective. It has an open referral
system and will take referrals from agencies,
therapists or individuals. At present, two-
thirds of its referrals come from DSS, another
thirty-percent come from DMH, and the
'emainder come from private therapists and
the Office for Children.

THE PARENT AIDE PROGRAM, INC.
275 Torrey Street

Brockton, MA 02401

(617) 580-2524 or 588-6428 (OFC)

Coordinator: Cynthia McDonagh

DSS Area Office :

Brockton Area Office
143 Main Street

Brockton, MA 02401

(617) 584-0980 or 727-9130

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

I 2 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Brockton and surrounding

including:

Abington
Bridgewater
East Bridgewater

Easton
Holbrook
North Easton
Randolph
Stoughton
West Bridgewater

communities,
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onning for the Plymouth Area Parent Aide

•ogram began in November, 1980. Matching

the first parent aides with families took

ace in June, 1981. This volunteer program
ew from a community initiative which

volved the DSS Area Office and Mayflower
Dunseling Center. Since its inception, it has

rved twenty-seven families and is presently

rving thirteen. Funding for the program is

om the DSS Area budget and from DSS funds

r reimbursing volunteers.

le staff of the parent aide program consists

the coordinator/supervisor, who is the

rector of Volunteers for the Plymouth Area
dS Office, and fifteen volunteer parent

des. Training for parent aides is provided

Mce each year and is funded through the DSS
gion V Office. A parent aide may be

signed up to two families and works an

erage of eight hours each week.

us program is quite parent oriented. The
rent aide works primarily with the family

d functions as a friend while providing a role

odel of effective parenting. The parent aide

viewed as a member of a team consisting of

e coordinator/supervisor, social worker,
rent aide, and the client.

le largely middle class, primarily suburban
d rural area served by this program is

:ated southeast of Boston. It has a

pulation of nearly 124,000 and covers 290
uare miles. No public transportation is

ailable, so the parent aide needs a car.

irent aides, on the average, drive seventy-
'e to one-hundred miles each week.

e Plymouth Area Parent Aide Program has a

Dsed referral policy. It accepts referrals

ly from the DSS Plymouth Area Office. It

rves only protective cases.

PLYMOUTH AREA PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
Industrial Park Road Extension
Plymouth, MA 02360

(617) 585-6533 or 727-0994

Coordinator: Jason Todd

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Plymouth Area Office

Industrial Park Road Extension
Plymouth, MA 02360

(617) 585-6533 or 727-0994

Contact Person: Jason Todd

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

I 5 Parent Aides

Service Area :

DSS Area #31, which includes:

Carver
Duxbury
Halifax

Hanover
Hanson
Kingston
Marshfield

Pembroke
Plymouth
Plympton
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he Foil Piver Parent Aide Program has been

i operation since 1980. It wos developed by a

ask force representative of the community
hich included members from DSS, Catholic

ocial Services, the community hospital, and

onsumers. This task force developed policy

nd provided oversight for the program until it

ecame a part of the Women's Center for

^dependent Living in the Summer of 1983.

he Fall Piver Parent Aide Program has

erved thirty-five families since it began and

; now serving eleven families.

lagued by financial difficulties, The Fall

'iver Parent Aide Program is presently being

arried by the Women's Center for

idependent Living with no funding other than

>SS reimbursement for volunteer expenses,

riginally, the. program was an all volunteer

rogram. When the volunteer supervisors

jffered burn-out, the cost of paying a

jpervisor was written into a DSS contract

ith Judge Baker Guidance Center. When that

Dntract ran out in June, I 983, the money for

jpervision was no longer available. In order

keep the program from folding, the

'omen's Center hired the coordinator of the
rogram and took over its operation. Pecent
(tempts to obtain funding for the program
uve not been successful. However, the

'omen's Center cannot continue to carry the

ogram indefinitely without funding.

he staff of this program consists of a

Dordinator/supervisor, an employee of the

>onsoring agency, and eight parent aides who
'e volunteers. Parent aides participate in

itial training, in-service training which is

'ovided every two months by community
embers, and group supervision for three
)urs every other week. Individual supervision
provided as needed. Each parent aide is

atched with one or two families, whichever
preferred. A parent aide works from two to

ve hours with a family each week.

lis is a parent oriented program which
•cuses on the personal development of the
Jrent. The role of the parent aide is to

ovide the parent support, to attend to the
Jrent's needs, and to model appropriate
renting. Parent aides in this program would
<e to develop a team relationship with the
cial worker involved with the family.
owever, until the financial status of the
ogram becomes more stable, both parent
de and social worker are hesitant to
tablish this relationship because neither can

FALL PIVEP PAPENT AIDE PPOGPAM
386 Stanley Street

Fall Piver, MA 02720

(617)675-0087"

Coordinator: Donna Peitzas

Sponsoring Agency :

Women's Center for Independent Living

386 Stanley Street

Fall Piver, MA 02720

(617) 675-0087

Contact Person: Donna Peitzas

DSS Area Office :

Fall Piver Area Office

240 Elm Street

Fall Piver, MA 02120

(617) 675-1 145 or 727-2124

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
8 Parent Aides

Service Area :

Fall Piver

Somerset
Swansea
Westport

which are located in DSS Area #33.
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e certain how long the parent aide will be

^le to continue.

he area served by this program is in

)utheastern Massachusetts near Rhode Island,

includes the old industrial city of Fall River

5 well as its suburbs. It has a population of

/er 140,000. Some public transportation is

/ailable in the area. However, the parent

de must have a car.

le Fall Piver Parent Aide Program strives

r a balance between protective and
eventive cases, those with a high risk of

lild abuse or neglect. It has an open referral

ilicy. It has accepted referrals from a

iriety of community agencies, including DSS,

SPCC, Catholic Social Services, community
spitals and schools, and the Women's Center.
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fhe Parent-Aide Program of the Parent-Child

enter in New Bedford is the oldest parent

]ide program in Massachusetts. It was
founded in August, 1977 and developed by the

Mew Bedford SCAN (Stop Child Abuse and

NJeglect) Committee. It is now a program of

fhe Inter-Church Council Pastoral Care and

ounseling Services, Inc. In its six year

"listory it has served approximately two-
lundred families; in the last year alone, forty-

rwo. It is presently serving thirty-six families.

unding for this program comes from a

ontract with DSS.

The staff of this program consists of a full-

ime coordinator/supervisor, eight paid parent

jides, and eighteen volunteers. Training is

)ngoing and occurs at weekly two to three

lour supervisory meetings. Parent
iffectiveness Training is made available to

lew parent aides. Parent aides work twenty
lours each week and are matched with a

maximum of six families.

rhe program is primarily parent oriented. The
>arent aide's primary emphasis is on the

>ersonal development of the parent. The role

>f the parent aide is that of a lay therapist.

Vhi'e the parent aide works with the parent,

'olunteers work with children. The parent aide

s a member of a team consisting of the

Trent's social worker, the social worker's
upervisor, and the parent aide. The parent
ide's role in this team is to be supportive of

he client's strengths, especially when
ircumstances demand that the social worker
lay "the heavy".

his parent aide program has developed its

esources to meet two specific needs of the
Jew Bedford community. The community has

large Portuguese population, therefore
'ortuguese speaking parent aides have been
ecruited. In addition, the parent aides have
eveloped considerable expertise in

ecognizing sexual abuse and working with
amilies with this problem. Furthermore,
hrough public speaking, parent aides have
een active in educating the community about
he problem of sexual abuse.

he area served by this program is a mix of
rban, suburban and rural. It is composed of

ommunities with varying needs including the
Id economically depressed city of New
edford and several small coastal towns. It

as a population of 250,000 and an area of
bout 200 square miles. Although half of the
rea has public transportation, parent aides
ach need a car for their work and drive over
ne-hundred miles a week each.

THE PARENT-AIDE PROGRAM OF THE
PARENT-CHILD CENTER
412 County Street

New Bedford, MA 02740

(617)993-6261

Coordinator: Tom Patota

Sponsoring Agency :

The Parent-Child Center
412 County Street

New Bedford, MA 02740

(617) 993-6261

Contact Person: Tom Patota

DSS Area Office :

New Bedford Area Office

399 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02740

(617) 997-3361 or 727-9510

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor

8 Parent Aides
I 8 Volunteers

Service Area :

Acushnet
Dartmouth
Fairhaven
Marion
Mattapoisett
New Bedford
Rochester
Wareham

which are located in DSS Area #34.
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he Parent-Aide Program of the Parent-Child

"enter has an open referral policy. About

inety percent of its cases come from DSS.

ive percent come from OFC; four percent

re self-referrals. The program accepts

eferrals of both protective and preventive

ases. About ninety percent of the cases

erved are protective; the remaining ten

ercent are preventive.
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The Cope and the Islands Parent Aide Program

began training parent aides in the summer of

1981. Developed by the DSS Area Office in

cooperation with an advisory board of

interested community members including

representatives from the Office for Children,

Massachusetts Society for Prevention of

Cruelty to Children, and Volunteers of Cape
Cod, the program has served sixteen families.

It is now serving one family. Part of the DSS
Area Office program, it has funding from DSS
for reimbursement of volunteers.

Until recently, the staff of this program
consisted of a coordinator /supervisor, two
supervisors, and five parent aides. However,
because of recent changes in the staff of the

Cape and the Islands Area Office, the program
is presently operating with only a

coordinator/supervisor and one parent aide.

Because of this program's success interest is

high in rebuilding the program to its former
level.

Parent aides in this program are volunteers,

while the coordinator and supervisors are

employees of DSS. Parent aides are provided

training when they first volunteer and again

after six months. This is in addition to

ongoing group supervision. Each parent aide is

matched with a single family and works about
five hours each week. A parent aide may be

assigned a second family after six months, if

desired.

The Cape and the Islands Parent Aide Program
focuses on the personal development of the

parent. The parent aide is considered to be an

appropriate friend to the parent, a caring
supportive adult. The parent aide works
independently of the referring social worker
and does not meet with the social worker
unless the parent arranges such a meeting.
The parent must voluntarily accept a parent
aide.

Although so far only the mainland of Cape Cod
has been served, this program also hopes to

serve the islands of Martha's Vineyard and
Nantucket. An extension program based on
Martha's Vineyard is planned. This program
will draw parent aides and parent aide
supervisors from island residents.

The service area includes twenty-two towns,
fifteen on Cape Cod and seven on the islands.
It has a population of 93,000. Public
transportation is generally not available.
Parent aides must have a car and drive
between thirty and fifty miles per week each.

CAPE AND THE ISLANDS PARENT AIDE
PROGRAM
467B Station Avenue
South Yarmouth, MA. 02664

(617) 394-1325 or 727-8122

Coordinator: Judy Vander May

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Cape and the Islands Area Office

467B Station Avenue
South Yarmouth, MA. 02664

(617) 394-1325 or 727-8122

Contact Person: Judy Vander May

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
Parent Aide

Service Area:

DSS Area #35, which includes:

Barnstable

Bourne
Brewster
Chatham
Chilmark
Dennis
Eastham
Edgartown
Falmouth
Gay Head
Harwich
Mashpee

Nantucket
Oak Bluffs

Orleans
Provincetown
Sandwich
Tisbury

Truro
Wellfleet

West Tisbury

Yarmouth
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All referrals to the Cape and the Islands

Parent Aide Program come from within the

DSS Area Office. When a parent aide is

available, social workers are asked to make
referrals. Initially, the program accepted only

protective cases, but later expanded its model
to include preventive cases as well.
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INTRODUCTION

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN REGION VI: BOSTON AND BROOKLINE

Region VI, Boston and Brookline, has no functioning parent aide

program, although a volunteer parent aide program operated from

1980 through 1982. This program, operating out of the DSS Harbor

Area Office, served East Boston and was planning to expand to

Beacon Hill, Government Center, Charlestown and the North End, as

well. However, problems recruiting appropriate volunteers and

obtaining funding for this recruitment effort led to its suspension.

It operated successfully during its existence and referrals would

be readily available if it were redeveloped.

Although no parent aide programs are operating within Region VI

,

there is interest in developing some. The Harbor Area Office would

like to reestablish its program. Also, two Area Offices, "Boston

State" and "Boston University," each have asked for help creating

a program from the New England Resource Center for Children and

Families, which has a contract with DSS, funded by the State Child

Abuse and Neglect Grant, for the development and maintenance of

volunteer parent aide program, including one to serve the inner-city

minority community.

Since Region VI is urban and in many neighborhoods economically

stressed, viable volunteer parent aide programs may be difficult

to establish and maintain. The experience of the Harbor Area Parent

Aide Program is a case in point. If the areas, within Region VI

are seriously interested in parent aide programs, they will want

to consider the advantages of developing paid parent aide programs

.
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The Harbor Area Parent Aide Program began

in 1980 and operated until June of 1982. The

urogram was developed by a community
advisory board spearheaded by the Office for

Children. This group recruited the first group

of five parent aides, arranged for their initial

training and presented them to the DSS Harbor

Area Office ready to be matched with families

needing a parent aide. The Harbor Area

Office provided coordination for this group of

xjrent aides and the program operated

successfully as long as these aides continued.

The Harbor Area Parent Aide Program ran

into difficulty when it became necessary to

recruit more parent aides. Volunteers are

difficult to find in this service area and the

staff of the area office burned out trying to

recruit additional parent aides. The Harbor
Area Office first tried recruiting parent aides

during the spring of 1982. Then they joined

forces with the Chelsea, Revere and Winthrop
Parent Aide Program for recruitment drives in

the fall of 1982 and winter of 1983. During
these three recruitment drives, a total of

twenty potential parent aides were recruited.

However, due to a number of difficulties,

mainly personal demands on the volunteers,

only one volunteer remained at the end of the

training. Since one parent aide was not felt to

be enough to sustain

suspended.

the program, it was

During its operation, the Harbor Area Parent
Aide Program had a staff of six: a

coordinator/supervisor, who worked for the

DSS Area Office, and five parent aides, all

volunteers. The volunteers were reimbursed
for their expenses from DSS funds for that

purpose. Each parent aide was matched with
one family and worked four to five hours each
week. The primary emphasis of the program
was to provide a role model of effective
parenting. The parent aide's role was a friend

and advocate of the parent.

The area served by this program is made up of

urban inner-city neighborhoods located in the
northeast part of Boston bordering Boston
Harbor, Public transportation is available, so
the parent aide needs no car. East Boston, the
only neighborhood actually served, is generally
o working class urban area. The four other
neighborhoods to which the program hoped to

expand, include the gamut of social classes
from upper class condo residents and
transients on Beacon Hill, to the largely
Italian community of the North End, and the

HARBOR AREA PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
I I 5 Gove Street

Boston, MA 02128

(617) 569-0454 or 727-8364

Coordinator: C. J. McConnell

Sponsoring Agency :

DSS Harbor Area Office
I I 5 Gove Street

Boston, MA 02128

(617) 569-0454 or 727-8364 '

Contact Person: C. J. McConnell

Staff : Coordinator/Supervisor
No Parent Aides at present,

originally the program had

five parent aides.

Service Area :

Original area served:

East Boston

Additional area planned if parent aides could

be recruited:

Beacon Hill

Charlestown
Government Center
North End
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orking class community of Charlestown. The

•ea also encompasses a large number of

(elusive condos in restored buildings along

ie waterfront.

eferrals to the program were from cases at

,e DSS Harbor Area Office. Although both

eventive and protective cases were served,

pe majority, about two-thirds, were
otective. However, the more difficult high

sk cases such as serious physical abuse or

;xual abuse were screened out.

ie program always had plenty of referrals of

]rents and developed a good reputation. The
•oblem was recruiting volunteers,

jrthermore, there was a need for the DSS
off to take over the recruitment function

iginall-y performed by the advisory board.

ie Harbor Area Parent A-ide Program is

;eded and can be resumed when the resources

?cessary for successful recruitment of parent

des become available.
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PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN MASSACHUSETTS: STATEWIDE SUMMARY

Since the first parent aide program was established in Massachusetts

in New Bedford in 1977, a total of thirty parent aide programs have

been created. Of these, twenty-eight are still in operation. Further-

more, the two that are no longer providing services would resume if

funding and recruitment problems were solved (See Table I.)

.

Parent aide programs have been developed in all six DSS regions and

are presently operating in all but Region VI. One parent aide program

operated for over two years in Region VI, but was unable to continue

because of recruiting and funding problems. Region IV is served by

nine, parent aide programs more than any other region in the state.

The twenty-eight parent aide programs now in operation throughout

the state are staffed by 245 parent aides who serve a total of 340

families. Region IV, with 102, has the greatest number of parent aides,

as well as the most programs. However, Region I serves the largest

number of families, 114.

Two-hundred and eighty-six cities and towns in Massachusetts, or 31%, are

served by parent aide programs; sixty-five or 19%, are not. Although

most cities and towns are within the service area of at least one parent

aide program, the availability of service is limited. Statewide, 245

parent aides are serving 286 cities and towns. This amounts to less than

one parent aide per town. Statewide, a total of 430 families are re-

ceiving services from a parent aide. That is an average of 1.5 families

per city or town served. Parent aide services, although widespread, are

thinly dispersed.
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TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS IN MASSACHUSETTS

REGION

Characteristic I II ITT IV V
i

VT
STATEWIDE

# Programs Begun
# Operating
# Suspended

5 3

3

6

5

1

q

6

6

1

1

30
28
2

# Families Served*
# Parent Aides*
# Families Served/PA*

114
3 7

3. 1

88
29
3.

42
21
2.0

102
102

1.0

84
56
1. 5

43C
245

1. 8

Cities and Towns*
# Served
# Not Served

102 38
27

41
12

55
5

50
19 2

286
65

Referral Policy
Open
Restricted

3

2

< .

1

4

2

—7

/

2

4

2 1

20
10

# Programs Serving:
Preventive Only
Protective Only
Both .

1
Jl

4 2

1

5

1

1
i
i

i

5 1

2

4

24

* These figures are as of November 1983 and include only the 28 programs in
operation at that time. All other figures include the 2 programs which
have been suspended as well.
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The oldest parent aide program in Massachusetts was formed in New

Bedford in August, 1977. Two others followed in 1978 and three more

in 1979; six were started in 1980. In 1981, nine parent aide programs

began, more than in any other year before or since. Five opened in

1982 and four in 1983.

Two-thirds of the parent aide programs have an open referral policy.

The remaining third restrict referrals to DSS , to the sponsoring agency,-

or both. Eight percent serve both preventive and protective cases.

Two of the remaining six programs serve only preventive cases; the other

four serve only protective cases.

Volunteer Parent Aide Programs Compared to Paid Parent Aide Programs

Parent aide programs in Massachusetts are of two basic types. In one,

the volunteer program, the parent aide is a volunteer. In the other,

the paid program, the parent aide is a paid employee. Although each

type of program provides substantially the same service to the parent,

they differ in many ways.

Seventy percent of the parent aide programs begun in Massachusetts

are volunteer programs; 19 of these 21 programs are active; two have

suspended operation because of recruiting and funding problems. The

state has nine paid programs, all of which are operating. There are 189

volunteer parent aides serving 191 families and 56 paid aides who serve

239 families. The service area of volunteer programs include 157

towns, that of paid programs 152 towns. Twenty-three towns are served

by both types of programs (See Table II)

.
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TABLE II

VOLUNTEER PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS COMPARED TO PAID

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS*

Characteristics
Volunteer
Programs

Paid
Programs

All
Programs

' # Programs

# Families Served .

# Parent Aides

# Families Served/
Parent Aide

# Cities and Towns
Served**

19 (21)

191

189

1

157

9

239

56

4

152

28 (30)

430

245

2

286

Parent Aide
Characteristics

# Years in position

# Hrs worked/week

# Hrs/parent/week

Total hrs with
parent (s) /week

# hrs/wk in supervision

1

4-5

1-3

1-3

1-3

1

10-40

2-8

6-25

2-3

•

Program Sponsor

Private Agency
DSS

12 (13)
7 (8)

8

1

20 (21)
8 (9)

Referral Policy
Open
Restricted

15 (16)
4 (5)

4

5

19 (20)
9 (10)

Type of Case Served
Preventive
Protective
Both

2

1

16 (18)

3

6

2

44
22 (24)

Program Location
Urban
Suburban
Rural

3 (5)

15
1

4

1

4

7 (9)

17
5

Program's Problems***
Funding
Parent Aide
Recruitment

Staffing
None reported

7 (9)

2 (4)

2

10

1

8

8 (10)

2 (4)

2

18

These figures are as of November 1983 and include the 28 programs in
operation at that time. Figures in parenthesis include the two programs
which have suspended operation.

** Some towns are served by both a volunteer program and a paid program.
*** Some programs have more than one type of problem._





Paid Parent aide programs are, on the average, older than volunteer

programs. The first two founded in Massachusetts were paid programs.

In contrast, all those started in 1983 were volunteer.

Paid programs are nearly all sponsored by a private agency , Only

one is sponsored by DSS, whereas 38% of the volunteer programs are

sponsored by DSS. The others are sponsored by private agencies.

Volunteer parent aide programs are more likely than paid programs to

have an open referral policy. Seventy-nine percent of them have such

a policy, compared with 44% of the paid ones.. Three volunteer and

two paid programs accept referrals only from DSS.

Eighty-six percent of the volunteer programs serve both protective

and preventive cases. Sixty-seven percent of the paid ones do also,

but the remaining third serves protective cases only. One of the

volunteer programs serves only protective cases and two, preventive

cases only. None of the paid programs serves only preventive cases.

Most volunteer programs screen out cases which exhibit severe child

abuse or neglect, such as serious physical abuse or sexual abuse.

The majority of volunteer programs also screen out cases with other

difficulties, such as alcoholism or mental illness, which compound the

problems of child abuse or neglect. Paid parent aide programs are

much more likely to accept these multi-problem cases.
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TABLE III

VOLUNTEER PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS COMPARED TO PAID

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS BY REGION*

REGION STATEWIDE
Characteristic I II III IV V VI

# Programs:

i

Volunteer 1 i
_L 4 (5) 8 5 (1) 19 (21)

Paid - 4 2 1 1 i 9

Total 5 3 5 (6) 9 6 (1) 28 (30)

# Parent Aides;
Volunteer 21 4 18 9 8 48 189
Paid 16 25 3 4 8 56
Total 37 2 9 21 102 56 245

# Families Served:
Volunteer 22 •

4 18 98 48 191
Paid 9 2 ^34 24 4 3G 239
Total 114 38 42 10 2 84 430

# Families Served/ -

Parent Aide:
Volunteer 1 1 1 1 1 1

Paid 6 3 8 ]_ 5 4

Total 3 3 2 1 2 2

* These figures are as of November 1983 and include the 28 programs in
operation at that time. Figures in parenthesis included the two
programs which have suspended operation.
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Paid parent aides gain experience both through serving more than one

case at a time tand through length of service. The paid aide serves

an average of four families at once, whereas the volunteer serves

one. Also, volunteers usually make a commitment to serve one year,

although a few work longer. Paid aides, on the other hand, are likely

to continue for several years. This helps the paid aide to develop the

skill needed to work with difficult cases.

In addition, volunteer aides are more likely to work independent of

professionals involved with their cases. Many volunteer programs

believe that this separation enables the parent aide to more quickly

and easily build and maintain a trusting relationship with the parent.

In these programs, the parent aide does not communicate directly with

the social worker or other professional working with the case. Instead,

the parent aide's supervisor serves as a link between the aide and the

professional

.

Paid parent aides, however, often work closely with the social workers

or other professionals covering their cases. Their role is not that

of a case aide, but rather that of a team member who provides a

distinct service and collaborates with others so each can better serve

the family. The social worker or other professional on the case does

not usually supervise the aide. They- have their own supervisor and

participate in group supervision with other parent aides. This

collaboration with the social worker and/or other professional provides

the paid aides with additional support, information, and training which

enables them to work with more difficult cases.
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Parent aides in both paid and volunteer program participate in weekly

or bi-weekly group supervision. These meetings average 1% to 3 hours

per week. Intensive initial training is provided to all new parent

aides. Individual supervision and training are also provided period-

ically.

The volunteer parent aide serves one family and meets with the parent

for between one and three hours a week. This means that a volunteer

may spend as much or more time in supervision and training each week

as is spent with the parent.

On the other hand, the paid parent aide works from ten to forty hours

per week and serves several clients at a time. Paid parent aides will

spend from six to twenty-five hours per week meeting with the parents

with whom they have been matched. They generally spend considerably

more time providing parent aide services each week than they do in

supervision and training.

Parent aide programs in western Massachusetts are almost all paid

programs whereas most of those in eastern Massachusetts are volunteer

programs. Six of the nine paid programs are located in the western

part of the state, three in the eastern part. Two of the three paid

programs in eastern Massachusetts are in urban areas, the third is

part of a protective treatment program which deals with severe, multi-

problem cases. Only one of the volunteer programs is located in

western Massachusetts (See Map XX)

.
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Extremes in population density, high and low, characterize most areas

served by paid programs. In rural, low density areas, the paid aide

works enough hours to allow for the needed travel. A volunteer is

less likely to be willing to give this amount of time. In urban or

economically depressed areas it may be difficult to get and keep

volunteer parent aides. A higher portion of the residents in such

areas have economic or other problems which make it difficult for

them to become or continue as volunteers. Recruitment of parent

aides has not been a problem with paid programs in urban areas and

aides have stayed once hired. However, both recruitment and attrition

of parent aides have been problems in urban volunteer programs.

Most volunteer programs are located where they have been most successful,

in middle and upper-middle class suburban areas. These areas have a

higher proportion of people who have the time to volunteer and who

can afford the cost of volunteering, such as transportation, lunches,

and babysitting fees, while awaiting reimbursement.

All volunteer programs reimburse the volunteers for their expenses

from a special fund administered by DSS Central Office. However, this

fund is limited and may be exhausted before the fiscal year has ended.

Furthermore, it takes from several weeks to several months to receive

reimbursement and the rates of reimbursement are unrealistically low.

For instance, the rate for babysitting is 55C an hour per child and

the maximum allowed for lunch is only $3.00, including tax and tip.

This means that volunteering as a parent aide is costly, not only in

terms of time, but also in terms of money.
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The organization of both volunteer and paid parent aide programs is

similar. Both usually have a coordinator or director who administers

the program, trains and supervises parent aides, screens referrals,

and matches parent and parent aide. There may be additional

parent aide supervisors if the program is large and, of course, there •

are the parent .aides.

In addition, many of the volunteer parent aide programs also have

an advisory board made up of representatives of the program, of other

community agencies, and of private citizens. These boards are active

in developing and establishing volunteer programs, many of which

grew from community initiatives. Some continue after the program be-

comes established;, others disband once program development is completed.,

An ongoing advisory board provides a volunteer parent aide program with

resources which can help it overcome crises, such as problems with

funding or parent aide recruitment. Advisory boards also have helped

programs with policy, publicity, public relations, and program expansion.

DSS-Sponsored Parent Aide Programs Compared to Parent Aide Programs
Sponsored by a Private Agency

DSS has sponsored thirty percent of the parent aide programs begun in

Massachusetts, the remaining 70% have been sponsored by a private agency

DSS sponsored one paid and nine volunteer programs. Private agencies have

sponsored 13 volunteer and eight paid ones. One private and one DSS

program, both volunteer, have suspended operation (see Table IV).
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TABLE IV

DSS- SPONSORED PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS COMPARED TO

PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY A PRIVATE AGENCY*

1

DSS-Sponsored
Programs

Programs Sponsored by i

A Private Agency
All
Programs

// Programs :

Region I 5 5

Region II 1 2 3

Region III 5 (6) 5 (6)

Region IV 5 4 9

Region V 2 4 6

Region VI (1) 3 (1)

Program Type:

Volunteer 7 (1) 12 (1) 19 (21)

Paid 1 8 9 .

Total 8 (9) 20 (21) 28 (30)

// Families Served:

Volunteer 58
' 133 191

Paid
V

3 236 139

Total 61 36 9 430

// Parent Aides :

Volunteer 59 130 189

Paid 4 52 56

Total 63 182 245

# Families Served/
Parent Aide:

Volunteer 1 1 1

Paid 1 5 4

Total 1 2 2

// Cities and Towns/
Served:

Volunteer 66 93 157

Paid 2 150 152

Total 68 235 286

Referral Policy:

Open 5 14 CD 19 (20)

Restricted 3 (5) 6 9 (10)

Type of Case Served:

Preventive 2 2

Protective 2 (5) 2 (19) 44 (24)

Both 4 18 22

* These figures are as of November 1983 and include 28 programs in operation at that time.
Figures in parenthesis include the two programs which have suspended operation.

** Some towns are served by more than one type of program.
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DSS sponsors 29% of the ongoing programs which have 26% of the parent

aides; private agencies sponsor 71% with 74% of the aides. DSS

programs provided parent aide services in 24% of the towns; private

programs, in 8 2%.* However, the DSS-sponsored parent aide programs

serve only 14% of the families, whereas privately sponsored programs

provide services to 86% of the families.

At first glance, DSS-sponsored programs seem to be less productive than

privately sponsored programs. This difference, however, seems more

related to program type than sponsorship. All but one of the eight

DSS-sponsored programs, 88%, are volunteer, in contrast to only 60%

of those with private sponsorship. When this difference is considered

with the fact that volunteer parent aides usually serve only one

family, the impact of program type becomes apparent. This can be

illustrated by comparing the productivity of DSS volunteer programs with

that of private volunteer ones, and then comparing paid programs by

type of sponsor in terms of productivity.

DSS and privately sponsored volunteer programs seem to perform quite

similarly. DSS sponsors 31% of these programs, which serve 30% of

the families with volunteer aides. Private ones make up 6 9% of the

volunteer programs and account for 70% of the families served.

DSS's paid parent aide program functions somewhat differently from its

private counterparts. In the DSS program, each paid parent aide is

assigned to only one family and spends about eight hours per week with

that family. A paid parent aide in a private program works with several

* Several towns are served by both types of program.
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different families and spends between one and four hours with

each family each week. Because of this difference/ private programs

are more productive in terms of number of families served. However.,

with the information available so far, the impact of the additional

hours of parent aide contact on the families served by the DSS program

is unknown.

DSS~sponsored parent aide programs are located in eastern Massachusetts,

with one exception which is located in the central part of the

state. Private parent aide programs are spread throughout the state

and predominate in all regions except Region IV and Region VI.

Slightly over half, 56%, of all DSS programs have open referral; the

other 44% accept DSS referrals only. Nearly three-fourths, 71%,

of the private programs allow open referral; the remainder restrict

referrals to DSS and/or the sponsoring agency. One accepts referrals

only from DSS, three from either DSS or the sponsoring agency, and two

from only the sponsoring agency.

Both preventive and protective cases are served by the majority of

parent aide programs.- 56% of the DSS-sponsored ones and. 91% of those

sponsored by private agencies. No private program serves only preventive

cases. However, 22% of DSS ' s do. The other private ones provide parent

aide services to protective cases only, as do 22% of the DSS programs.
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The Funding of Parent Aide Programs

With no uniform system, funding sources for parent aides vary from

program to program and region to region. The following discussion

briefly reviews patterns of parent aide funding in terms of funding

source. No information is included on amounts. For the most part,

only funding sources which involve a dollar amount are discussed;

in-kind funding is only occasionally mentioned. More specific infor-

mation on the funding of parent aide programs is being developed and

will be the subject of a later report.

All volunteer parent aide programs in Massachusetts receive funds

through DSS Central Office, with which they reimburse volunteers

for their expenses. These funds cover such costs as transportation,

babysitting, and lunches for volunteers. Rates are low, however, such

as 55C per hour for babysitting, and do not allow enough to realisti-

cally cover the volunteer's costs. In addition, the total amount of

these funds has been cut; therefore, incidental expenses, beyond those

mentioned above, can no longer be covered. Also, since these funds

may be exhausted before the end of the fiscal year, volunteers may

have to forego reimbursement for a time.

Seven of the volunteer programs also hold contracts with DSS which

cover some of the costs of running their programs. These contracts

generally pay for the parent aide supervisor and/or for parent aide

training. In a privately sponsored program, the contract may also

include office space. In DSS-sponsored ones, the cost of office space,

and often of supervision, is generally an in-kind service. This is

also true in some private volunteer programs (see Table V)

.
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TABLE V

PARENT AIDE PROGRAM FUNDING*

Type of Fund in S

Reimburse- Contract DSS No Grants

,

Program ment To With DSS/DMH Area DSS Special All
Characteristics Volunteer DSS Contract B ud ge t Funds Funds Prog rams

1 Volunteer Programs 19 (21) 8 4 19 (21)

if Paid Programs 1 5 2 1 1 1 9

) Private Programs 13 (14) 9 2 5 20 (21)

1 DSS Programs 7 (8) 4 1 1 8 (9)

;• Programs in:

Region I 1 4 1 5

Region II 1 2 1 1 3

Region III 4 (5) 1 1 1 5 (6)

Region IV 8 4 1 2 9

Region V 6 2 1 6

Region VI (1)

i

(1)

'

! Programs Statewide 20 (22) 13 2 1 1
r
D 28 (30)

These figures are a

The figures in pare
is of November
-ntheses includ

1983 and ir

e the two p

iclude the 2

rograms whi
8 prograrr

ch have s

s in oper

uspended
ation at that time,
operation.
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Seven of the nine paid parent aide programs are funded through DSS

contracts. Two are part of Protective Treatment Programs funded by

joint DSS/DMH contracts. The other five are funded through contracts

with their respective DSS regions. One of these uses volunteers to

work with the children in the families with a paid aide and also

receives funds for their reimbursement. Two have no DSS contract.

One is funded by the sponsoring DSS Area Office budget. Parent aides

are paid from Chore funds and the supervisor is a DSS employee. The

other program is funded by United Way and receives no funds from DSS.

The funding of parent aide programs varies from region to region. A

program in western Massachusetts is more likely to have a contract with

DSS than one in the eastern part of the state, whereas most programs

with volunteer reimbursement are in eastern Massachusetts. All but one

program in Region I and all in Region II have contracts with DSS, includ-

ing the DSS/DMH contract. However, in Regions III, IV and V less than

half the programs have a contract with DSS. No parent aide program in

Region VI has had a contract with DSS.

In addition, five parent aide programs have foundation grants or a

special type of funding unique to their program. All of these programs

are privately sponsored; all but one are volunteer. Two have foundation

grants, however. In one, the grants run out in the spring of 1984 and

new funding needs to be found to cover this loss. One program receives

support from a Community Development Block Grant; another has a small

fund which is raised by a local tenants' organization; and the last

raises some of its funds through an annual road race. Although netting

only a little over a hundred dollars a year now, if the race becomes

popular, this amount could increase significantly.
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Problems Encountered by Parent Aide Programs

The problems faced by parent aide programs in Massachusetts are of.

three types: funding problems, difficulty recruiting appropriate parent

aides and maintaining supervisory staffing. Obtaining referrals has not

been a serious or lasting problem. It existed in a few privately spon-

sored programs when they were new, but disappeared when they become

known to the community.

More likely to affect privately sponsored than DSS sponsored programs,

volunteer than paid ones, and the old instead of the new, lack of

adequate funding or unstable funding are problems which have affected

one-third of the parent aide programs in Massachusetts. Furthermore,

funding problems have been a significant factor in the suspension of

two programs. Another factor in the existence of this type of problem

seems to be the region in which the program is located. Funding

problems are primarily found in the eastern part of the state. There

are no programs with funding problems in Region II and only one in

Region IX, the paid program funded by United Way which has no financial

support from DSS. Region V has the highest percentage, 67%, of programs

with funding problems (see Table VI)

.

Only one paid program has experienced funding problems, whereas nine

volunteer programs have, two of which have suspended operation. Eight

of the privately sponsored programs have had this problem compared to

two of the DSS-sponsored ones.
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TABLE VI

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS'

Program

Characteristic

Volunteer Programs

Paid Programs

Private Programs

DSS Programs

Programs in

Region I

Region II

Region III

Region IV

Region V

Region VI

' Programs Statewide

Funding

7 (9)

1

7 (8)
'

1 (2)

1

1 (2)

2

4

(1)

8 (10)

Type of Problem'""

Parent Aide
Recruitment

2 (4)

1 (2)

1 (2)

1

1 (2)

(1)

2 (4)

Staffing

2

2

None

10

8

13

5

2

2

4

2

4

7

1

18

All
Programs

1'9

9

20

8

(21)

(21)

(9)

5

3

5 (6)

9

6

(1)

2 8 (30)

* These figures are as of November 1983 and include the 28 programs in operation at that time.

The figures in parentheses also include the two programs which have suspended operation.

k* Some programs have more than one type of problem.
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Most programs affected by funding problems have been in operation

three years or longer. Seventy percent of those with funding diffi-

culties began operation before 1981. All but one of the eight volunteer

parent aide programs started between 1977 and 1980 has had funding prob-

lems. None of the paid ones founded during the period has such problems

The three other programs with funding difficulties were founded in 1981

(one paid and one volunteer) and 1982 (a volunteer program) . (See

Table VII)

.

Four parent aide programs have had problems recruiting and/or keeping

appropriate parent aides. All are volunteer programs; half are DSS

sponsored, and half are sponsored by a private agency. One is located

in Region II, one in Region IV, and two in Region III.

The problems of recruiting and keeping appropriate parent aides seem

to occur in volunteer parent aide programs, located in urban, economic-

ally stressed areas. In these areas only a small percentage of the

populace can afford to volunteer, particularly when reimbursement does

not cover all their expenses and when the volunteer must wait weeks or

months to be reimbursed. For volunteer parent aide programs in middle

and upper middle-class suburbs this problem is not so serious, and it is

not a problem for paid ones.

In one program the problem of recruiting appropriate parent aides

developed after sensational publicity regarding a case of child abuse.

According to the program coordinator, in the wake of this publicity many

who volunteered to be parent aides had a "vigilante mentality" which

made it difficult for them to adopt the supportive role appropriate to

an effective parent aide. This problem was clearly realted to the

publicity and lasted only a short time.
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TABLE VII

Starting
Date of

Program

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY PARENT AIDE PROGRAMS

BY STARTING DATE OF PROGRAM"

Volunteer Programs
Type of Problem"*

Funding

Parent
Aide
Recruit-

ment Staffing None

Paid Programs

Type of Problem*^

Funding

Parent
Aide
Recruit-
ment Staffing Non<

All
Programs

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1

2 (3)

2 (3)

1

1

(1)

1 (2)

1

?

1

5

1

3

1

1

1

2

1

3

2 (3)

5 (6)

9

5

4

All Programs 7 (9) 2 (4) 10 8 28 (30)

These figures are as of November 1983 and include the 28 programs in operation at
that time. The figures in parenthesis also include the two programs which have
suspended operated.

** Some programs have more than one type of probl em,
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Two parent aide programs have experienced staffing problems. Both

are volunteer, DSS-sponsored , and in Region V. One program lost a

staff member because of a decrease in funding. The other suffered

the loss of a majority of its staff and also administrative support

because of staff turn over in the Area Office.

Parent aide programs in [Massachusetts , from a statewide perspective,

have another overall problem: lack of standardization and continuity.

This makes it difficult for existing programs to plan effectively and

for aspiring ones to know how to begin. A statewide policy regarding

parent aide programs is lacking in terms of practice, funding or admin-

istration. Although variety is one of the strengths of the parent aide

programs in Massachusetts and helps them serve the needs of their indi-

vidual service areas, standardization is needed to facilitate high

quality service, consistency and comparability of services, technical

assistance, and administrative oversight.

Interest in Parent Aide Programs and Future Outlook

Interest in parent aide services is high. Referrals often exceed

openings and the enthusiasm with which parent aide services are received

is remarkable. Many programs report a desire to expand if resources

are forthcoming. There is also interest in starting new parent aide

programs, both in DSS and private agencies.
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Parent aide programs will continue to flourish, with old programs

growing in size and new programs being created; provided the necessary

support is available. This support exists throughout the state in the

form of enthusiastic and dedicated volunteers, both lay and professional,

in the paid staff, both paraprofessional and professional, in DSS and

private agencies, in the community, and among the parents who receive

parent aide services. Continued cooperation among these groups

can facilitate the development of the standardization and the continuity,

including adequate funding, which will enable parent aide programs to

continue to develop and provide service directly to parents, thus

facilitating the prevention of child abuse and neglect, the protection

of children, and the stabilization of families.
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